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Abstract
Humans can walk across a range of surfaces without falling and can also communicate
internal state to other humans through variable gait styles. That is why, developing bipedal
robots is of interest for applications in human-facing settings. For the purpose of designing an
expressive bipedal robot, this dissertation focuses on taking inspiration from the experiential
understanding about human walking from the Basic Six in Bartenieff Fundamentals. To
generate a range of stylistic walking behaviors, simplified planar biped models are studied
under model-based trajectory optimization with variable constraints. From these walking
behaviors, a set of gaits is identified and labeled, using embodied movement analysis, with
stylistic verbs related to human walking, e.g., “lope” and “saunter”. These labels are then
validated by conducting user studies in Amazon Mechanical Turk and demonstrate that the
gaits generated using our method are visually distinguishable and correlate with the human
activity. These gaits are also investigated for the affect they can induce on the humans in
the presence of visual stimuli in the form of background images. To implement the variable
gait styles in real world, a hardware mechanism has also been developed that can replicate
the notion of pelvic shift from the Basic Six. Thus, this dissertation lays groundwork for
designing bipedal walking robots that can convey social cues with their movements and
integrate harmoniously around humans.
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Humans interact with each other in various ways ranging from behaviors indicating different
emotions and states of mind to making amends to the movement profile so that a desired
outcome can be achieved. A person winning a lottery likely has a very different profile from
someone who just received a tragic news. Based on this and other observations, we can say
that a person’s gait in a particular scenario is a function of one’s mood and state of mind.
There has always been an interest in developing walking robots because of the advantage
in traversing a range of uneven terrains associated with the walking locomotion scheme. In
particular, bipedal robots are of advantage because they are more anthropomorphic than
other legged designs and also they can ideally make use of the infrastructure (walkways,
buildings etc.) built for the humans. However, in the scenarios where a robot needs to
collaborate or even coexist with humans in a workspace, the goal can’t just be to finish a
task of reaching a destination. Instead, it becomes important to consider the impression
imparted by the robot movements on the human observers, and to design motion of a
mechanical device that connects to humans’ nonverbal channel of communication.
This dissertation investigates challenges faced in walking robots working in human-facing
scenarios. In this respect, the expressivity of such robots is explored such that the robots
may communicate their state with the surrounding human observers through their gait
profile. Human observers can perceive communicated information in different ways based
on environmental and situational contexts. For example, a robot programmed to be poised
inside a living room can convey a sense of authority as compared to a robot with a slow
walking routine with a dragging foot.
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The topics in this dissertation are covered in the peer-reviewed published papers [1–10].
This work entails the following components:
• Developing a framework allowing numerous redundant movement plans between two
given poses (Ch. 2).
• Developing a method for imitating human movements by picking final poses for desired
movements (Ch. 3)
• Designing and analyzing a bipedal robot that maps Thigh Lift, Forward Pelvic Shift
and Lateral Pelvic Shift (Ch. 4).
• Generating variable gaits and validating the gait styles as observed by lay viewers (Ch.
5).
• Investigating the effect of visual backgrounds on the gait labels by lay viewers (Ch. 6).
• Development of a hardware platform for implementation of stylistic walking behaviors
(Ch. 7).
In the following sections, the seminal work done in related areas is covered.
1.1 Movement Planning in Serial-link Chain Robots
In the field of robot motion planning, we plan robot paths by connecting robot configuration
space poses in off-line or real time planning schemes. These connections are built based on
some context of environment and/or robot constraints. Redundancy in motion planning has
been an active area of research in the robotics community. Prioritizing a few main behaviors
over the others can be one way to achieve multiple behaviors [11]. By defining desired
trajectories for relative distance between end effectors can be another way to introduce
redundancy based motion planning in case of multiple manipulators [12]. Defining key poses
on a desired path is another way of designing robot movements [13].
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There has been work done for creating variations in a given baseline movement sequence
too. In one example [14], a machine learning based parameter tuning is developed using hu-
man motion-captured data to effectively animate a character for multiple scenarios matching
it to an actor’s profile. Another prominent work is [15], in which ideas from motion graphs
and chaotic attractors have been used to obtain variations in a given dance sequence. For
this purpose, the dance sequence was mapped to cells partitioned on trajectories of a chaotic
system. These mapped cells were then used to make variations of the original dance sequence.
However, this idea was not translated on any hardware platform.
Another set of approaches in creating variations come from defining a transition phase
for the robot. This has been tried in animations [16], where using existing motion capture
data, new movements are generated by a transition phase. Similar examples are found for
physical robots as well. Similar examples include [17], [18] with transition phases designed
for specific robot models. In the case of bipedal robots, [19] and [20] have a similar idea of
a transition phase, where the walker adjusts itself for the next movement.
A related stream of work focuses on developing programming environments for enhancing
user capabilities in executing abstract motion commands, over different robot platforms.
One such example is [21] which is developed with Labanotation inspired commands. These
commands are able to define motions in high-level abstract manner, rather than at the level of
joint movements for a particular platform. Another one is [22] that allows basic movements
in robots independent of the robot structure to be easily reusable for more complicated
movements.
Body symmetry of a platform is also helpful in making motion plans. This is also
inspired from nature. In animal kingdom, most of the organisms we find are symmetric [23]
with their limbs or appendages distributed bilaterally on the body across the axis parallel
to gravity. Therefore in robots as well, how the limbs (used for serial link chains) of a
robot are attached to the main body impact its stability while performing any movement.
Symmetrically aligned legs around the robot structure helps in planning movements for
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robots as a central pattern generator can be created with fixed phase shifts in the actuation
signal for all the limbs [24], [25].
The work in [26] discusses using the structural symmetry of a platform to generate a
walking movement without use of any actuators. In [27], coordinated action of multiple
actuators and joints is discussed. Another idea could be to use data of human movement
directly in robot motion planning. Along this line, human walking is mapped onto the
bipedal robot as in [28] and [29]. In [30], motions of humanoid robot have been found by
looking at the human behaviors and finding the best fit. There is also physiological evidence
for animals firing multiple joint angles in a coordinated manner [31].
1.2 Movement Specification for Operating Robots
Operating robots remotely presents various challenges for the human operator with the added
impediment of remote perception and manipulation [32]. In addition, there is a challenge
of conveying movement intent between the human operator morphologically different robot.
Research groups are tackling this difficulty by incorporating intuitive gaming controllers or
datagloves [33–35]. Even though controlling an articulated robot with limited sets of knobs
keeps the task tractable for an operator, it limits the functional potential of a robot and
creates a challenge for efficient, expressive command design.
For example, in the iRobot PackBot [36], the control interface restricts simultaneous
translation and arm articulation, limiting the range of motion at the disposal of the operator
in order to map the command architecture to a hand held controller. This platform serves
as a particular point of inspiration for this work. In [9], we note two common tasks faced by
soldiers in the field that the current hardware is capable of achieving but the human-machine
interface does not support:
• sweeping terrain to uncover buried wires or other feature; requires traversing ground
with simultaneous arm articulation perpendicular to the path of travel
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• removing the covering of suspected explosive devices, while getting the platform out
of a potential blast radius; requires moving arm away from device while simultaneously
driving away from the device.
Note that both of these tasks require simultaneous articulation of the arm and translation of
the base. Currently, soldiers switch between interaction modes of a video game controller in
order to control either the base or the arm. This limitation comes from the way traditional
motion planning is carried out through formal methods. The framework we propose in Ch.
3 allows the user to command a combination of articulation and locomotion movements.
Given a desired end effector position and orientation for a robot, there are a number of
ways to determine the joint angle for the robot, inverse kinematics (IK) being one of them.
This is a well-studied problem with analytical as well as numerical solvers for the inverse
kinematics problem [37–39]. However, there are inherent issues with IK if used on its own.
For example, in multi-link manipulators, some end-effector poses introduce singularity in
the system making it hard to find the exact corresponding joint angles [40]. Further, this
problem is under-determined so multiple joint parameter specifications can produce the same
end effector position.
Moreover, not all of the produced configurations are desirable for the given task. Allowing
a human operator to select the most desirable pose for the robot still presents challenges.
In numerical optimization algorithms, a configuration space pose is found by iteratively
minimizing an objective function. However, this criteria might not align with what the
human operator intended. Work in [41] aims at producing poses using stylized IK where the
system gives preference to poses ‘similar’ to poses in the extensive training data set.
For robots with multiple serial chains, there are techniques rooted in IK-based formu-
lations of manipulators [12]. In this case, a relative Jacobian defines the rate of change of
distance between two end effectors. However, issues similar to IK are faced here as well.
Furthermore, in the case of humanoids or robots with more degrees of freedom, solving for
IK becomes computationally more expensive [42].
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There has also been extensive work in imitating human motion on robots – especially
humanoid robots. Some prominent work in real-time motion generation can be found in
[43], [44], and [45]. These mostly involve kinematic mapping and suitable scaling of human
joints and links, respectively, to their most likely counterparts in a given humanoid robot.
Some related work in generating movement from human data can be found in [46].
Poses for a platform are often generated using model-based approaches. Using model-
driven approaches, ideas have been explored for parameterizing robot platforms so that it
may be easier to generically analyze them. In this line of work, classical Denavit-Hartenberg
parameters for robot arms [47] and Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) [48] for
any robot are established methods that span many or all, respectively, specific platforms.
Another method is the iterative Newton-Euler algorithm [49] for computing inverse dynamics
of a robot in which a robot is modeled as a kinematic tree wherein recursive computing on the
branches is carried out. On the other hand, data-driven approaches have shown tremendous
promise in applications such as grasping [50,51].
A promising approach to make the robots perform complex movements is through com-
position of simple motion primitives. For this purpose, we need special tools for modeling
and control that abstract away low-level details of platform control. For example, specifi-
cations phrased in linear temporal logic (LTL) have sequenced robotic motions for a given
high-level task such as surveillance [52], urban driving [53], and stylistic movement [54].
This work relies on abstraction, following the over-arching aim of symbolic control [55]. For
approaches to create these objects from samples of discrete behavior, work has been done
to build automata with user queries [56,57], leading to data-driven approaches [58].
The work presented in this section focuses on the traditional methods for robot movement
planning and control. There are, however, some other fields of knowledge too for understand-
ing and interpreting movement. In comparison with the traditional tools like kinematics and
dynamics, these areas are not quantitatively as rich and have other approaches to interpret-
ing and describing movement which we think is valuable in defining walking behaviors that
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can be perceived by the viewers. One such practice is the topic of the next section.
1.3 Embodied Movement Analysis and
Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies
Embodied movement analysis is composed of observations and experiences brought by engag-
ing in physical movement and exercise routines. The inspiration from embodied movement
analysis to movement design in robots comes because of the added insight this provides apart
from other sensory observations. Through this physical experience, one can understand the
inter-linkages in the body and how they are constructing the movement.
For this work, we are relying on the works of Rudolph Laban and his protege, Irmgard
Bartenieff, together termed as Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies (LBMS) [59,60]. LBMS
(and other related fields such as, Feldenkrais Method, Alexander Technique) have provided
a vibrant community of experts well versed in describing, recording, and communicating
a human movement score in written format. The ability to communicate the movement
demands explicating it and, for that purpose, LBMS defines four categories to describe a
movement: Body, Effort, Space and Shape.
The Body Component of LBMS defines what is moving, for example, a finger, the right
arm etc. The Space Component of LBMS, on the other hand, where is the movement hap-
pening, for example, front high region of the body. Inside Space, a region called kinesphere
is defined as, “the sphere around the body whose periphery can be reached by easily ex-
tended limbs ..” [61]. Effort describes the qualitative aspect of a movement, for example,
the body is moving urgently etc. Shape addresses how a body modifies its shape during the
movement, for example, kneading bread dough etc. The Motif symbols used to represent
Body and Space, and different sizes of kinesphere are represented in Fig. 1.1.
As part of Body Component in LBMS, we have a concept of movement patterns, termed



















Le*-­‐Forward-­‐Middle	   Forward-­‐Middle	   Right-­‐Forward-­‐Middle	  
Le*-­‐Middle	   Place	  Middle	   Right-­‐Middle	  
Le*-­‐Back-­‐Middle	   Back-­‐Middle	   Right-­‐Back-­‐Middle	  
Low	  Level	  
Le*-­‐Forward-­‐Low	   Forward-­‐Low	   Right-­‐Forward-­‐Low	  
Le*-­‐Low	   Place	  Low	   Right-­‐Low	  
Le*-­‐Back-­‐Low	   Back-­‐Low	   Right-­‐Back-­‐Low	  
(c)
Figure 1.1. (a) This figure shows the Motif symbols of body parts that will be used here.
(b) This figure shows symbols for varying reach space in kinesphere. (c) This figure shows
the 27 direction symbols from LBMS used in Motif and Labanotation, organized according
to three zones, which correspond to the shading convention. Each is inherently relative to
a reference frame on the human body. The body is relaxed or ‘neutral’ in Place Middle.
patterns help accessing the underlying movement connections in the body. Understanding
of these patterns helps in rehabilitation of patients from injury or other motor disorders
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and in choreography and dance for mastering movements [63]. These patterns have been
summarized in Table 1.1. To summarize the usage in these cases, we might point out that
humans do not do well with movement instructions like “move elbow to 45o” or even “twist
your pelvis more” as engaging a single muscle or joint is difficult; instead, or in addition,
many practitioners in this space refer to images like “curl up into a tiny ball” or, couched
in language influenced by LBMS, “engage your head-tail connection” [64].
Core-Distal Movement of all the body parts towards or away from
the Core. For example, stretching arms away from navel
and bringing back to it.
Head-Tail Movement of whole spine. For example, moving from a
straight back to a curled up, arched pose.
Upper-Lower Movement of the upper half of the body and the lower
half of the body regions. For example, from a sitting
position, pushing feet on the ground to stand up.
Right-Left Movement of the right and left body parts. For exam-
ple, grabbing a cup of coffee from left hand and oper-
ating a computer mouse using the right hand.
Cross-Lateral Movement that crosses the mid-lines established by
Upper-Lower and Right-Left. For example, walking
movement.
Table 1.1. Patterns of Body Organization from embodied human movement analysis. In
embodied movement literature, these patterns are termed as fundamentals for all
movements.
Bartenieff Fundamentals (BF) is a set of principles for optimizing the body connections
and the movement intention [60]. Such somatic practices, as they are called, present move-
ment from an internal, embodied point-of-view. In this way, movement is understood in
combination with articulated strategies and internally perceived body connections (to one’s
own body and the bodies of others). Within BF, a set of six movement sequences, named
the Basic Six, help to refine and explore bodily movements and have shown to be useful
in re-patterning human movement for people with motor disabilities as well as professional
dancers.
Three of the Basic Six, shown in Fig. 1.2, can be used to describe locomotion: Thigh Lift,
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Figure 1.2. Three exercises within Bartenieff’s Basic Six. Thigh Lift in the upper panel;
Forward Pelvic Shift in the middle; and an exaggerated Lateral Pelvic Shift, both sides
(right and left) are shown.
Forward Pelvic Shift and Lateral Pelvic Shift. Thus, according to this framework, the to and
fro movement of the pelvis, along the path of travel, is a major contributor to locomotion.
The lateral movement of the pelvis, on the other hand, is helpful in making room for the
swing leg to pass through. Moreover, with variation in these elements, a range of walking
styles can be possibly obtained.
For developing bipedal robots that can perform socially meaning behaviors, these qualita-
tive descriptions of human walking can provide guiding rules. Next, we look at the traditional
ideas about generating feasible and stable walking behaviors in two-legged robots.
1.4 Gait Design in Bipedal Robots
Bipedal robots possess the ability to traverse complex terrain as well as environments built
for humans. Mechanical bipedal walkers can walk downhill passively [26, 65]. In actively
controlled bipedal robots, two classes exist: statically stable and dynamically stable robots
[66]. Robots using a statically stable walking strategy include ASIMO [67], ATLAS [68], and
NAO [69]. Dynamically stable robots, on the other hand, efficiently use the dynamics of the
robot and inject control input minimally to achieve stable walking movement. This, in turn,
leads to energy efficient walking structures, e.g. Cornell Efficient Biped [70] that covered a
record distance on a single battery charge. A number of robots [71–73] in this category use
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hybrid zero dynamics to make the robot follow a limit cycle behavior.
There has been considerable work done on developing variety for functional purposes in
walking gaits on a bipedal walking robot as well. Among the latest work is [74] where a
precomputed gait library for different gait speeds is prepared and after developing a map
using learning techniques, these gaits are employed at runtime on a 3D bipedal robot. In
another recent work, [75], gait primitives in terms of stable limit cycles have been defined
and their composition is studied to achieve navigation through a cluttered environment.
In an attempt of generating different styles of walking, a catwalk was investigated on an
HRP-2 robot [76]. Other related examples include [77] in which different ways of locomotion
of bipedal robot and transitions between them were investigated. In [78], under variations in
an observed walking behavior, different stable walking gaits were developed using reinforce-
ment learning on a biped robot. In the community of computer animations, SIMBICON [79]
is another control scheme for generating different bipedal walking behaviors.
In [80], using high-level features identified from motion capture data, different gait styles
are generated in a physics-based simulation which are validated as well. In [81], a walking
pattern generator is proposed that gives variable walking motions in a planar biped model
in response to different disturbances. Further work has shown that in uncertain scenarios,
variation in movement can be viewed as an optimal strategy [82].
In the current state-of-the-art in designing bipedal robots and walking behaviors, there is
a pre-dominant focus on making robots functionally effective. For our goal of making robots
have a desired perception on the human observers, it is important to analyze how affect can
be modeled for different stimuli, and most importantly, for observed movements. In the next
section, we discuss the literature relevant to our objective.
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1.5 Affect of Movements on Lay Viewers
A human’s inherent perceptions generated by witnessing specially designed movement can
be drastically dependent on how the experience is exposed to them. Without contexts that
contribute to the viewer reacting in a specific way, intended perceptions may be skewed or
misjudged [83]. The understanding of a contextual relationship between robotic movement
and human affect can expose the population to more positive relationships with technology.
In psychology, the dominion of human affect has been modeled in what is called a Cir-
cumplex Model of Affect, developed by Russell [84]. This method maps the space of human
feelings or emotions based on a range of positive or negative feeling (valence) and of energetic
or tired feeling (arousal). A model in this form can provide a holistic, yet tractable, view
of the expanse of human emotion, by presenting a two dimensional space, minimizing other
intricate factors of the human psyche.
Stylized movement profiles in prior work have formulated motion styles with emotive
labels, drawn from such an affective space. Knight and Simmons worked to use human
actors to derive happy, sad, lackadaisical, among others, movement for mobile robots [85].
Zhou and Dragon created happy, sad, and tired for a manipulator arm through iterative
learning techniques [86].
On the other hand, Brand and Hertzman‘s so-called style machines identify descriptive
styles of gait like run, walk, and strut, describing the presence of activity inside hip-hop
versus a catwalk, leaving out emotive classification. Similarly, research has been used to
verify certain embodied movement analyses in walking gaits that correlate with human
activity [7]. Here, it is determined that distinguishable gait styles in simulation, such as lope
and shuffle were, not only generated, but supported by human perception.
Additionally, work has been completed into stylized walking from three dimensional
animation [87]. It has been determined that organic movement in bipedal mechanisms is a
difficult task to reproduce, but use of physical versatility in models can communicate a more
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natural and comfortable movement. Changes to a model, such as speed variation, steering,
and robust movement can vary bipedal movement to mimic human muscle movement.
In the literature, there are attempts at implementing stylistic gaits in bipedal robots and
in animations. For example, a catwalk was investigated on an HRP-2 robot [76] by imitating
the movement of the spine in a runway model. In another example [78], reinforcement
learning was used for implementing stable walking gaits on a bipedal robot. Generating
walking styles has been a key area in the computer animations community where we see
examples like SIMBICON [79] which is a control scheme for generating different bipedal
walking behaviors. Another work [80] has studied generation and validation of physics-based
simulation of different gait styles in human-like characters.
In a study by Etemad and Arya, Gaussian radial basis functions were used to animate
neutral base movement sequences to sequences that contained more stylistic movement [88].
This study utilized a combination of primary and secondary features to produce a linear
model that completes an entire walking sequence. The primary features refer to the base
action of the sequence, such as walking. The secondary features refer to the stylistic additions
to the simple base movements. A secondary theme of the motion sequence refers to the
weighted set of secondary features that are present in an animation, and multiple can be
applied simultaneously.
The themes that this study were tasked with producing were labeled as energetic, fem-
inine, happy, masculine, sad, and tired. Animators did so by using different radial basis
functions to convey the specific labels. Through a user study, participants were asked to
rate the appropriateness of these descriptive labels, and the decisive gaits were finalized.
However, in a follow up study, various backgrounds were placed behind walking sequences
produced by Etemad and Arya [88] and users could not successfully label the previously
developed gaits [89].
Extensions to that work [90] used semantic difference scales to place the backgrounds and
the gaits separately on Russel‘s Circumplex Model of Affect based on user evaluations. A
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linear model was derived to improve prediction of human affective perception. This showed
that the environmental context rating predicted almost half of the combined stimuli rating.
However, the level of realism of the environment (which was photo-realistic) and the gait
(which was a line-drawn stick-figure like a cartoon) did not match.
Using the tools from dynamics, embodied movement analysis, and psychology, the work
presented in this dissertation investigates gait generation in simulation for bipedal robots.
For a selected set of gaits, the aesthetic details of the robot figure are matched with the




Redundant Movement Plans Inspired
from LBMS
A combination of motion planning and feedback control has solved how to move articulate
robot limbs to desired positions [91]. Given a robot structure and its model, it is well under-
stood how to navigate it to a desired configuration pose given the constraints of environment
and physical characteristics. This work is about finding numerous possible movement plans
given two fixed configuration space poses. To this end, this work makes use of some of
the coordinated movement strategies used by humans, especially from the field of dance, to
generate numerous movement plans between two fixed configuration space poses.
In order to operate multiple degrees of freedom in a serial-link chain robot, insights can be
obtained from LBMS component of Patterns of Body Organization (as discussed in Section
1.3). According to this body of knowledge, human movements emerge as patterns guided
by the symmetry of the body whereby different limbs perform coordinated movements. The
work in this chapter has resulted in a peer-reviewed publication [5].
2.1 Gross Movement Plans for Robots By Leveraging
Structure
We take inspiration from Patterns of Body Organization to generate movement options
involving multiple degrees of freedom. For such a movement, given an initial and final pose,




Figure 2.1. An example robot with three serial link chains and two Symmetry Axes, A1
and A2. Between two such axes, the degrees of the freedom are termed Aggregated Degrees
of Freedom (ADFs).
In our framework, a set of parameters, called Structural Parameters define the structure
of our framework, given as follows:
• Symmetry Axes:
A set of h number of lines are defined that intersect at typically the center of mass of
the robot, and divide the robot into its movable parts. These are termed as Symmetry
Axes and are defined as a set A = {A1, . . . , Ah}.
• Aggregated Degrees of Freedom (ADFs):
The movable body parts between any two symmetry axes are termed, Aggregated
Degrees of Freedom (ADFs). They are defined by the set L = {l1, . . . , lm}, where m is
the total number of such ADFs.
• Groupings:
The ADFs can be combined in different groups using symmetry axes. A number of
grouping options are given by G = {G1, . . . , Gp}, where p is the total number of
groupings. Each Gi represents grouping of ADFs of a given robot into one or two
groups. These can be hard-coded by a user, a designer or systematically enumerated
for all possible groupings.
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For an example robot structure, assigned ADFs and Symmetry Axes are shown in Fig.
2.1, and four ways of making groups are given in Fig. 2.2. Another set of parameters,
Figure 2.2. For the robot in Fig. 2.1, four different grouping options are given, each of
which corresponds to some element Gi of G. The ADFs that are overlapped by the shaded
regions are named ADF group
called Pattern Parameters can be selected to generate multiple movements between two
configuration poses:
• Coordination Parameters:
Each value in c corresponds to active time interval for motion (as a fraction of the total
time duration T ) of ADF groups (further explained in Section 2.1). These parameters
are defined for each group as c ∈ [0, 1]p.
• Symmetry Parameters:
Values in a define an intermediate pose in task space using weighted combination of
the Symmetry Axes (Further explained in Section 2.1). These parameters are defined
for each Symmetry Axis as a ∈ [−1, 1]h.
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Figure 2.3. A list of both Pattern Parameters and the Structural Parameters. Structural
Parameters identify the overlapping structural elements in the robot. Pattern Parameters
define redundant movement patterns between the selected poses.
• Grouping Parameters:
Values in g assign weights to the joint trajectories for each of the ADF groups defined
by Gi (further explained in Section 2.1). These parameters are defined for each group
as g ∈ [0, 1]p.
These parameters have been summarized in a tabular form in Fig. 2.3.
With the above setup, following discussion covers different parts of our proposed method-
ology whose outline is given in Fig. 2.4. The complete procedure is shown in Algorithm
1.
Active Duration for Each ADF Each element cj in c corresponds to fraction of total
movement duration assigned to the ADF groups. A mapping f1 (given in Procedure 1)
evaluates the time interval in which each ADF group is active for movement, e.g. for c1 = 1
all ADFs move together for the whole duration T of the movement. Similarly, c2, . . . , cp
correspond to relative time intervals of other groups, and assign different time intervals to
corresponding ADFs in each group .
Finding Intermediate Poses The intermediate task space pose for each ADF is deter-
mined using a mapping intermediate: Rh → R3. The Symmetry Parameters a define how
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Figure 2.4. A graphical view of our methodology that shows how three sets of parameters
a, c, g contribute to evaluating a joint trajectory Q(t) between a given initial and final
pose, qinitial and qfinal over the course of a time duration T .
close the intermediate task space pose is to each symmetry axis Ai in A and gives the in-
termediate pose by Procedure 2, e.g., if a = [1, 0, . . . , 0], then the intermediate pose lies on
the symmetry axis corresponding to a1. Procedure 2 is not an analytical method but is still
general for different robots.
Joint Trajectories for the Complete Motion Once the time durations, and inter-
mediate poses are obtained for ADFs using c and a respectively, a kinematic control [92]
algorithm (for fixed reference) is used to find the joint angle trajectories for reaching the de-
sired task space end-effector poses. Once the intermediate pose is achieved, a configuration
space interpolation method is used to find a trajectory between the intermediate and final
poses.
The configuration space trajectory from the initial pose through the intermediate pose
to the final pose for an ith ADF is termed as qio which indicates that this trajectory is
obtained for the group Go where corresponding time interval comes from co in c. Similarly,
joint trajectories qi1, . . . , qip are evaluated corresponding to each group for i
th ADF. Then
for each ith ADF , a trajectory qi is computed as a convex sum of joint trajectories, with
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weights assigned by Grouping Parameters g:
qi =
(g1 × qi1 + . . .+ gp × qip)∑p
r=1 gr
(2.1)
This procedure is repeated for all the ADFs. At the end, a joint trajectory matrix Q(t)
with a size of j ×m× k is built, where j is the maximum number of degrees of freedom in
an ADF, m is for the number of ADFs in the robot, and k is for the number of time steps
in the movement.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for creating joint trajectories between an initial and a final config-
uration pose using proposed method.
INPUTS: Initial configuration space pose for the robot qinitial = [qinitial1 . . . qinitialn], final
configuration space pose for the robot qfinal = [qfinal1 . . . qfinaln], Coordination Parameters
vector c = [c1, . . . , cp], Symmetry Parameters vector a = [a1, . . . , ah], Symmetry Axes for the
robot [A1, . . . , Ah], Grouping Parameters g = [g1, . . . , gp], set of groups G = {G1, . . . , Gp},
set of ADFs L = {l1, . . . , lm} and total time for movement, T .
OUTPUT: Joint trajectories matrix for all the ADFs Q(t)
1: Q(t) = []
2: Pint = intermediate(a, [A1, . . . , Ah], L)
3: for each ADF li in L = {l1, . . . , lm} do
4: Tm = f1(c, T, li, G)
5: pinti = Pint(i, :)
6: qia1 = converge(pinti, qinit,Tm(i, :))
7:
...
8: qiap = converge(pinti, qinit,Tm(p, :))
9: qi1 = [qia1 ; interpolate(qia1(end), qfinali)]
10:
...















Procedure 1 f1: A procedure for defining relative time duration for each ADF.
INPUTS: Coordination Parameters vector c, total time duration T , ADF l, set of grouping
methods G.
OUTPUTS: Time duration matrix Tm (dimension m × 2)
1: Tm = []
2: for each ci in c do
3: if l is part of ADF group 1 in the sequencing method Gi in G then
4: τi = [0 ci × T ]
5: else
6: τi = [ci × T T ]
7: end if
8: Tm = [Tm; τi]
9: end for
10: return τ
Procedure 2 intermediate: Procedure for finding the intermediate task space pose for all
ADFs.
INPUTS: Symmetry Axes for the robot [A1, . . . , Ah], Symmetry Parameters a=[a1, . . . , ah],
set of ADFs L for the given robot.
OUTPUT: Intermediate task space pose Pint for all ADFs of the
robot.
1: Let [A1, . . . , Ah] be the basis in R3, then
p = a1A1 + . . .+ ahAh = [x; y; z]
2: Reflect point p about all the Symmetry Axes to get 2h points (making a set Pr) in R3.
3: for each ADF li in L = {l1, . . . , lm} do
4: Find the point in set Pr closest to end effector of ADF li and assign it to position part
of pinti. Keep the current pose value of end effector in pinti.




Procedure 3 converge: Kinematic control for reaching desired task space end effector
position.
INPUTS: Intermediate task space pose for an ADF pint, configuration space pose for an
ADF qcurrent, time duration vector ~τ .
OUTPUTS: Joint trajectories for an ADF from the initial pose to the intermediate
pose
1: t = τ(0); tf = τ(1); q = []; qlast = qcurrent; d = threshold; tol = tolerance; dt =
timestep; k = control gain;
2: while t ≤ tf do
3: pcurrent = fkine(qcurrent)
4: e = |pint − pcurrent|
5: if e ≤ tol then
6: break;
7: else
8: if e ≤ d then
9: v = k(−pcurrent + pint)
10: else
11: v = dk (−pcurrent+pint)|(−pcurrent+pint)|
12: end if
13: end if
14: J = jacobian (qcurrent)
15: dq = q̇current = J
Tv
16: qcurrent = qlast + dq × dt
17: qlast = qcurrent
18: q = [q qcurrent]
19: t = t+ dt
20: end while
21: if t == tf then
22: return q
23: else
24: for t ≤ τ do
25: q = [q qcurrent]






Figure 2.5. An example robot with four ADFs. In the left picture, Cartesian axes XYZ
have been shown and on the right, three Symmetry Axes have been defined for which
Symmetry Parameters aj define affinity and dictate the intermediate pose pinti for an ADF
li. Front side of the robot has been marked by the black edge. This model has been
developed using Robotics Toolbox by Peter Corke [93].
2.2 Implementation Example
For demonstration of these ideas, a simple robot has been considered with four serial link
chains connected to a rectangular structure (Fig. 2.5). Three Symmetry Axes: V-axis,
H-axis and S-axis are defined. Furthermore, the ADFs in between the Symmetry Axes are
the serial link chains here. These ADFs have been used to define groups in Fig. 2.6. The
shaded shapes covering ADFs define ADF groups and Coordination Parameters define the
time durations for which each ADF is moving. For each of the ADFs, an intermediate pose
is defined using Symmetry Parameters and the Symmetry Axes, that is reached during the
movement. Together, these ideas of groups, coordination and symmetry give a range of
movements as described in the next subsections.
Duration of Movement for Limbs For the given case, Coordination Parameters are
c = [c1, . . . , c4] for each of the four groups shown in Fig. 2.6. Each ci corresponds to the
time interval of each ADF group for group Gi. If ci 6= 0, it means that the group Gi is used
and in that, first ADF group is active for interval [0, ci × T ] and the other ADF group is
active for the rest of the interval [ci × T, T ]. Similarly, if more than one parameters in c are
non-zero, a combination of groups are used and time interval for each ADF li is determined
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Figure 2.6. ADF groups corresponding to G= {G1, . . . , G4} are defined for the same
example robot structure. In these four figures, shapes with dashed boundaries mark the
ADF groups. Coordination Parameters c dictate relative active duration of each ADF
group.
separately (using the Procedure 1).
Determining the Intermediate Pose Once the active time intervals for ADFs are
evaluated using c, the intermediate poses pinti are determined for each ADF li. This
is evaluated using the Symmetry Parameters a = [a1, a2, a3] in Procedure 2.1 Let A =
{H − axis, V − axis, S− axis}. If aj is the only non-zero element in a, then it defines affinity
towards the corresponding symmetry axis A(j). As a result, the task space intermediate
pose is closer to that axis depending upon the value of aj. For example, if a1 = 1 and
a2 = a3 = 0 then pinti is given by the closest task space pose for ADF li on the Symme-
try Axis V . Similarly a = [0, 1, 0] and a = [0, 0, 1] correspond to task space poses on the
Symmetry Axes H and S respectively. For |a1| < 1, pinti can be given as follows:
pinti = pcurrenti
pinti([1, 3]) = (1− |a1|)× pcurrenti([1, 3])
It can be noted that for this specific example, the Symmetry Axes are overlaying the
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Cartesian space axes for the robot as well. Therefore, above equations show that we essen-
tially have the task space intermediate pose pinti on the x − axis (as that is the same as
H − axis). However, for robots with more ADFs, more Symmetry Axes can be defined.
In case more than one elements in a are non-zero, intermediate pose is first evaluated
for one of the ADFs and then that pose is transformed for the other limbs based on their
location on the robot. For example, a = [a1, a2, 0], defines affinity for an axis that is linear
combination of V and H axes. In this case, the intermediate pose for ADF l1 is given by:
pint1 =

a1 ∗ 1√2 ∗ pmax +W





where pmax is the maximum length of an ADF and W is half of the total length or width
of the robot base. For other parameter choices, corresponding task space intermediate pose
of the ADF l1 can be evaluated as given in Fig. 2.7.
Complete Trajectory Plan So far, we have two main components evaluated: the in-
termediate pose pinti and the active time interval for each ADF li. For the complete joint
trajectory, as mentioned in the Algorithm 2, joint trajectories from the initial pose qcurrenti
to the intermediate pose pinti corresponding to each ADF li, are computed using kinematic
control. Afterwards, configuration space interpolation is used to evaluate joint trajectories
between the corresponding intermediate pose in configuration space to the final pose qfinali
for each ADF li. For this purpose, quintic polynomial interpolation given in [93] is used.
The resulting trajectories, qij(t) for j = 1, . . . , 4, i.e. joint trajectory of ADF li using group
Gj, are then weighted by gj and summed up (qi = (g1 × qi1 + . . .+ g4 × qi4)/
∑4
r=1 gr). The
resulting trajectory qi(t) for each ADF li is then stacked in a joint trajectory matrix Q(t) of
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Figure 2.7. In this table, task space intermediate pose for ADF l1 is given corresponding to
all the four possible combinations of values in Symmetry Parameters vector a. The last
three elements in the pose are zero because orientation part of the intermediate pose is not
evaluated using our method yet. Here, pmax is the maximum length of an ADF and W is
half of the total length of the robot base.
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the size 3 × 4 × k (3 is the number of degrees of freedom in each ADF, 4 is the number of
ADFs, and k is the number of time steps in the movement).
There are some underlying limitations to our implementation. After intermediate pose
selection, only intermediate pose position is targeted and end effector orientation is not used
in planning. In this example case, joint limitations, and self collision checks have not been
implemented yet. Furthermore, only the movements without locomotion are considered and
the motion plans only consider kinematics part of the motion.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.8. Snapshots of different movements because of different intermediate pose
selections for each ADF using symmetry convergence parameter a: In (a) and (b)
intermediate pose is on the V and H − axis respectively; In (c) and (d) the intermediate
pose is defined by a vector sum of positive V − axis and H − axis, and negative V − axis
and negative H − axis, respectively.
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2.3 Towards Redundant Behaviors for Stylistic
Walking
The presented work provides a way to generate numerous movement options between two
given poses for a robot. This method leverages the symmetry, overlapping assignments for
degrees-of-freedom, and the timing between these degrees-of-freedom.
Towards the development of expressive walking robots, this work was helpful in thinking
about current state-of-the-art and coming up with ‘knobs’ that could be tweaked to generate
multiple behaviors. The continuum of parameters allows a multitude of movement plans. In
the case of an operated robot, such behaviors may be of interest in scenarios involving intri-
cate environments where the operator may want more gross movement abilities. However,
for the goal of stylistic walking, there are other considerations missing here.
Using the parameter set for symmetry, grouping and coordination, it is not intuitive for
an operator to make a choice for a desired movement. For utilizing the potential of such a
method, parameter choice needs to be tied with how people communicate movement com-
mands, making it easier to use. Furthermore, in this initial implementation, joint limits, and
self collision checks have not been incorporated yet in the generated movements. Moreover,
only movements without locomotion are considered and the motion plans only consider kine-
matics part of the motion. In the case of walking, movement plans based only on kinematics
may not be enough.
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Chapter 3
Using Motif Symbols from LBMS for
Imitation of Human Behaviors1
In the traditional methods for specifying movement to a robot platforms, there are chal-
lenges in conveying the operator intent. This is partly because of the way humans perceive
movements and how the interfaces, which are mostly communicating joint-angle-by-joint-
angle, are designed to interpret movement commands. This chapter is about developing a
method for commanding movement such that it may be intuitive and, potentially, useful
for an operator operating a robot in a time-critical situation. The method is inspired from
Body and Space components of LBMS.
As pointed out in the introduction, in LBMS, Body and Space components address the
questions of what is moving? and where it is moving? through a taxonomy specifying the
body part taking part in the movement and the region around the body where the movement
is happening. The taxonomy used in these components is not dependent on the platform type
and is even used by human movement experts to evoke animal qualities on human. This
invariant nature of movement specification has motivated this work to translate desired
movements onto different platforms. The work presented in this chapter has resulted in a
peer-reviewed publication [9].
1The work presented here was a collaborative effort with Anum Jang Sher who was involved in conceiving
the framework for spatial directions and conducting the user studies on human participants. The author
was involved in building the configuration space library and software framework for communication between
the library and the robots.
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Figure 3.1. A hierarchical, redundant platform labeling is demonstrated: (a) an
asymmetric platform morphology with multiple parts in core and multiple links connected
to the core; labels for C, J , and L are shown; (b) a partial sample of the corresponding
eURDF code where there are three sets of labels in Body part category: core, link(s) and
joint labels; and (c) the corresponding URDF where individual link and joint location gets
assigned a unique label.
The presented approach is an extensive, flexible system with intuitive analogs for human
movers to platform behavior. Here, we focus on the final end configuration of a movement
and intermediate steps to be defined by a basic, linear interpolation. “Super-users” will
customize the command mapping through a choreographic installation process and using
these commands novice “users” will generate a desired final configuration pose of a platform.
Furthermore, our framework gives the super-user freedom to formulate movement ideas for
their particular task.
In this section, we outline a method to describe robotic platforms in a redundant, hi-
erarchical manner that will be leveraged in the next sections. In particular, this labeling
organizes robotic platform components into a few key categories that are needed to align
with human labeling of links: the arm contains the forearm, for example. Individual body
components won’t have a single label but may be given multiple labels depending on the
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position in the hierarchy.
First, note our terminology for the configuration space of the platform as P . This discrete
state space contains all kinematically possible robot configurations, i.e., it is the product
space of all possible degrees of freedom as discretized by the actuator precision of each
degree of freedom. Thus, for a platform with M degrees of freedom, if pimin and pimax
are the joint angle limits with resolution approximated as inci, then P = {p1min, p1min +
inc1, . . . , p1max} × ...× {pMmin, pMmin + incM , . . . , pMmax}.
In addition, we will enumerate three sets to group labels for the physical parts of a
platform that will execute motion primitives: C, L, and J , where C is a set of labels for
the collection of parts that forms the platform’s central element(s); L is a set of labels for
linkages that create a distinct platform shape which expresses itself in the environment; and
J is a corresponding set of labels for the joints that articulate the groupings of links.
The elements in C are the most centrally located pieces of the platform that must trans-
late through space if the platform is to change locations with respect to a global, inertial
frame. This is the platform’s ‘core’ and corresponds closely with the location of the center of
mass of the platform (as is the case in the colloquial notion of core in the human body). On
most platforms, this point is located within a rigid body. For platform labeling, we propose
for the set C to contain a label for that physical linkage containing the center of mass. In
some robots, this core will thus contain moving linkages (i.e., wheels) as well.
Next, a platform may have linkages that extend from the platform. Labels for these
other links in the robot platform, L, are named limb i where i will indicate, using core ∈ C
as a root, the index of the limb in a hierarchical tree. In particular, a label needs to be
produced that applies to each possible subtree of the platform creating labeling overlap for
individual links. This limitation is similar to that of the method in [94]. The set J contains
corresponding labels that describes each joint location consisting of a single or multiple
joints. Each joint is labeled as distal i where i matches the index of the associated limb,
leaving a label for final contact point or terminal end effector.
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Using the above labeling, we are interested in a scheme that provides expandable and
overlapping labeling of body parts. To this end, we have modified the widely used description
format URDF. In this format, individual parts of a robot are described in an xml-like format
with properties such as parents and children links for a particular robot part. Our scheme
appends to this system assigning broader, overlapping labels.
The modified URDF includes a Body part label for each robot link and joint and will be
referred to as Expressive Unified Robot Description Format (eURDF) from here onwards.
In our eURDF mapping scheme, we need following information for each platform:
• Robot model description indicating joints, links, their limits and their locations, (i.e.
information in the classical URDF, which implies P ).
• Overlapping label sets C, J , and L for generating high-level commands.
A comparison of an eURDF and a URDF file is shown in Fig. 3.1 corresponding to an
example platform morphology. The URDF contains unique labels for individual links, cores,
and joints. On the other hand, eURDF provides an overlapping, flexible labeling for the
given platform. The platform under consideration has two parts c 1 and c 2 connected via
joint distal 1 signifying the core of the platform as shown by the dotted line around them.
There are two sets of links connected to the core. All subtrees of links are assigned a label
resulting in individual links containing multiple labels. For this platform, the parameters
(C, J, L, P ) are:
C = {c 1, c 2}
J = {distal 1, distal 11, distal 21, distal 22, distal 23}
L = {limb 11, limb 21, limb 22, limb 23}
P = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max}
× . . .× {p5min, . . . , p5max}
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Consider the Khepera IV robot that contains only two degrees of freedom, being two
wheels housed in its base. To achieve a labeling useful for high-level, platform-invariant
commands, the label may be assigned to the whole extent of the robot as core in set C
with empty sets J and L, reflecting the fact that this platform cannot articulate in its
environment. On the other hand, human movers, which have multiple links in the core and
several layers of subtrees available in their limbs, will have large sets of labels for C, L, and
J . Furthermore, the flexibility of our framework lies in not assigning a fixed set of labels for
body parts of a platform. Different labels can be assigned for the same platform as deemed
suitable for a task at hand.
3.2 Mapping Between Pose Commands and Platform
Configuration
With the overlapping labeling scheme outlined in the previous section, we now describe
a method to generate a set of high-level, spatial commands that will be meaningful for
any platform equipped with this labeling. This section will first define a generic model for
Space-Body relationships for robotic platforms, termed a virtual space-access model (VSAM).
Second the section will propose the use of a relational database, an embodied configuration
library (ECL), to store a mapping between these spatial commands and desired platform
pose. The database will be customizable for different tasks and platforms by super-users
and will enable high-level spatial sampling of the platform pose space P by users with
relatively few parameters.
3.2.1 Virtual Space-access Model (VSAM)
We define virtual structure inside local geometric spaces within reach of the platform with a
virtual space-access model. First, a set of origins, which are located at joints on the platform
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(elements in J), where movement might be specified from, are defined in the set ko. Then,
a set of directions, originating at any of these origins, are defined in the set kd. Finally,
a set of sizes (or “magnitudes” of each directional vector) are established in ks. Thus, the
triplet (ko, kd, ks) defines a VSAM. This VSAM can be applied to any platform. Figure 3.2
shows an example of a VSAM: it delineates varying sizes, established directions, and origin
locations for the platform shown in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.2. This figure illustrates an instantiation of a VSAM for the platform in Fig 3.1,
which is pictured here twice for clarity. In purple are varying sizes s1, s2, and s3; in red are
origin locations o1, . . . , o7; and in blue are directions d1, . . . , d8. These parameters will
determine a structure, and even meaning, for Space around the platform, delineating an
artificial kinesphere for the platform.
Relative to an origin, o ∈ ko, a limb l ∈ L can move in any spatial direction d ∈ kd
to generate a pose. A spatial direction example could be the z − axis of a body reference
frame. Each VSAM is indexed by s ∈ ks starting at 1; each discrete pose thereafter will
receive an ID incremented by one with the final pose in the library defining the farthest reach
the platform can articulate for a particular direction, (o, d, ksmax). Thereafter, an integer x
can be used to cause translation of the platform. At ksmax + x the platform must translate
according to an amount x in the direction d via a locomotion mode (if any available) in
order to fulfill the command.
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The input then to the VSAM is a set of parameters (l, o, d, s), which needs to output a
unique joint configuration of the platform referred to as pose, p ∈ P . We’ll call the space of
all possible such parameters the space of “user parameters” UP . Then, a function maps the
user parameters to a unique pose; that is fSB : UP → P . The next section will define this
mapping through a relational database.








3.2.2 Embodied Configuration Library (ECL)
We now take a data-driven approach to generate a large database of poses, which, through
a relational schema, will define the mapping function, fSB. This library is created corre-
sponding to platform parameters (C, J, L, P ) and VSAM parameters (ko, kd, ks) (established
by a super-user). By querying the database, a specific pose, (p1, ..., pM)
T ∈ P , required to
define the motion primitive is retrieved via user parameters (l, o, d, s). Parameters l and o
are labels from the eURDF labeling scheme (a link and joint, respectively); parameters d
and s are integers.
A user can quickly access the stored mapping to poses (which may have tens of degrees
of freedom specified – and more for complex robotic platforms) via these four parameters,
(l, o, d, s). This may result in a significant decrease in complexity to create robot config-
urations on the fly. Super-users move the platform through a movement ‘scale’ to set up
the VSAM (or store poses in the database). Motion is then generated by interpolation of
the current pose to the user-specified final pose. This can be achieved using existing path
planning methods [95,96] and commercially available on-board controllers.









Figure 3.3. This figure shows an entity-relation (ER) diagram for the ECL. The databank
provides a computational definition for fSB(·), mapping user parameters to pre-stored
platform configurations.
and the VSAM (ko, kd, ks), taking the form of a database of poses in terms of joint positions
(in one table, pose) for a platform corresponding to user parameters, (l, o, d, s) (in another
table, vsam). Figure 3.3 shows this database schema. This database relates joint positions
to spatial directions, d ∈ kd, for different body parts, l ∈ L, with origins, o ∈ ko, indexed
by size, s ∈ ks. These poses can be generated by manually moving each body part and
automatically recording the poses or via some other automated or more precise method.
The library is generated following the sequence of steps outlined in Algorithm 2.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.4. This figure shows the platform labeling scheme for Baxter, NAO, and youBot
following the framework detailed in Section 3.1. For clarity only half of the part labels are
shown here for Baxter and NAO (which have symmetric labels for the opposing limb).
Blue text indicates labels for link groups and green text are labels for VSAM origins at
joint positions.
The database consists of two entities (to be implemented as two tables) vsam and pose
as shown in Fig. 3.3 and will be implemented so as to avoid redundancy in the final database
architecture as in [97]. These entities have a many-to-one relationship where many poses
get associated to a single origin and direction pair and are linked via the k-id and p-id
attributes, which correspond to the notion of VSAM size s ∈ ks. In particular, k-id is the
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Algorithm 2 Process for creating a spatial databank ECL(C,L, J, P, ko, kd, ks) for platform
(C,L, J, P )
INPUT: Off-line: super-user parameters (ko, kd, ks); on-line: user-parameters (o, l, d, s)
OUTPUT: Off-line: fSB : UP → P ; online: (p1, ..., pM)T
Executed Off-line:
1: for each pair o ∈ ko and l ∈ L do
2: Select the subtree defined by l for manipulation relative to the super-user designed o
3: Save entry (k-id,o,l) in database table virtual space-access model
4: for each d ∈ kd do
5: Move selected subtree through each direction d ∈ kd from the “neutral” pose (see
Fig. 3.7) to the pose that should be associated with kmax(d, o) where pose is given
by (p1, ..., pM)
T and entry d is stored in virtual space-access model table
6: for each pose specified by the super-user do
7: Save each pose in database table pose entry (p-id,k-id,p1,...pM), entering
a null value for any p ∈ P that is not part of the active l; note: the assigned
sequential integer corresponding to s ∈ ks along with k-id, forms the table’s
primary key, (p-id, k-id). The primary key of vsam is the foreign key for pose,
k-id
8: end for




1: User specifies high-level spatial command (o, l, d, s) via a particular interface.
pnext = fSB(o, l, d, s) (3.2)
2: Platform moves from current pose, pcurrent, to next pose, pnext.
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primary key in the vsam table and a foreign key, enacting the many-to-one relationship, in
the pose table. The pose table has two attributes forming its primary key, k-id and p-id.
In each row, joint positions that are not involved in the movement of the body part are
considered null. Rows can be joined in order to create compound poses involving different
body parts around multiple origins.
3.3 Implementation on Three Distinct Platforms
This section will present an implementation on three distinct platforms: Baxter, NAO,
and youBot. While the former two might be considered ‘humanoids’, they have distinct
challenges in representing human movement. The Baxter platform is limited to an ‘upper
body’ representation of a human form; the NAO platform is limited in range of motion
relative to a human. Further, extending our work to the youBot, provides our method a
further challenge: translating human movement to a non-humanoid form.
The first step in our framework is to label each platform by creating the sets (C, J, L, P )
as explained in Section 3.1, creating the eURDF labeling set. Next, super-user parameters,
(ko, kd, ks) are detailed for each platform. For spatial directions, kd, Laban’s 27 directional-
points as shown in Fig. 1.1c have been used. These points provide 26 spatial directions
relative to the origin of VSAM that a body part will move to generate a pose but are not
meant to provide a universal space-access model for all platforms or all tasks.
Baxter [98] is a two-armed, stationary robot designed for repetitive industrial tasks.
Baxter is labeled as shown in Fig. 3.4a and is identified by (C, J, L, P )Baxter. CBaxter is the
set containing all the parts associated with core. Since the core of this platform is fixed, there
is only one element in set CBaxter. Set JBaxter consists of all six joint locations of Baxter,
not including the gripper joints. All labels for body parts are enlisted in set LBaxter. Fig.
3.4 shows overlap in labels for individual links in Baxter’s right arm. Set PBaxter specifies a
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discrete space of possible Baxter poses in terms of 14 joint angles. Thus, we have:
CBaxter = {c 1}
JBaxter = {distal 11, . . . , distal 13, distal 21, . . . ,
distal 23}
LBaxter = {limb 11, . . . , limb 13, limb 21, . . . , limb 23}
PBaxter = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max}
× . . .× {p14min, . . . , p14max}.
NAO [99] is a humanoid robot that was created for research and educational purposes.
NAO is labeled as shown in the Fig. 3.4 and is identified by (C, J, L, P )NAO. CNAO is the
set containing all parts associated with core. NAO also has no independent core movement
so there is only one element in set. Set JNAO consists of all nine joint locations of NAO
not including the end effector joints. All labels for body parts are enlisted in set LNAO. An
overlap is shown in Fig. 3.4b in labels for individual links in NAO’s left arm and right leg.
Set PNAO specifies a discrete space of possible NAO poses in terms of 26 joint angles. Thus,
we have:
CNAO = {c 1}
JNAO = {distal 11, . . . , distal 51, distal 12, . . . ,
distal 42}
LNAO = {limb 11, . . . , limb 51, limb 12, . . . , limb 42}
PNAO = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max}
× . . .× {p26min, . . . , p26max}.
youBot [100] is a mobile robot with a five degree-of-freedom manipulator attached at
the top. youBot is labeled as shown in the Fig. 3.4 and is identified by (C, J, L, P )youBot.
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CyouBot is the set containing all parts associated with core including the wheels. This robot
also has no shape deformation in the core so there is only one element in set. Set JyouBot
consists of all three joint locations of the robot and does not include the end-effector. All
labels for body parts are enlisted in set LyouBot. An overlap can be seen in Fig. 3.4c in labels
for individual links of the arm. Set PyouBot specifies a discrete space of possible youBot poses
in terms of five joint angles. Thus, we have:
CyouBot = {c 1}
JyouBot = {distal 11, distal 12, distal 13}
LyouBot = {limb 11, limb 12, limb 13}
PyouBot = {p1min, . . . , p1max} × {p2min, . . . , p2max}
× . . .× {p5min, . . . , p5max}.
The super-user specified parameters that define the VSAM for this instantiation are similarly
denoted with a subscript: (ko, kd, ks)Laban−26. The set of origins for each robot is the same as
the set of joints, Jplatform, depicted by circles in Fig. 3.4. Thus, the assignment koLaban−26 =
Jplatform is made for each of the three platforms. Thus, for each Baxter arm, there are three
elements in ko indicated in Fig. 3.4a. For each of NAO limb, there are two elements in ko
indicated in Fig. 3.4b. Finally, for the youBot there are three elements in ko indicated in
Fig. 3.4c.
Similarly, VSAM sizes are specified in the set ksLaban−26 = {1, 2, 3}, corresponding to near,
mid, and far-reach. Here, we use three sizes, limiting the resolution of the results greatly. It
would be easy to sample with greater resolution, storing the poses in a cloud architecture.
Here kmax is a function of the recording time for each platform, T . Each time a new
direction was recorded (Fig. 3.8) a data sampling rate of 10 samples/second was used to
store poses in each spatial direction. Thus, kmax = 10T . Note that T varied slightly for each
stream of recorded poses and is user specified.
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Figure 3.5. The platform-invariant labeling scheme is relatable to Motif symbols. Just as
human body parts are assigned symbols in Motif (without being specific to a particular
human), links in a serial link chain can also be assigned labels for a wide range of robots,
as shown in case of three here. For example, label limb 12 has meaning in each of these
three robots, in addition to being equivalent of right forearm in a human.
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Figure 3.6. This figure shows images of a “super-user” physically manipulating Baxter’s
arm to record static poses for its ECL following procedure outlined in Algorithm 2.
The set of directions used are denoted as kdLaban−26 ={Left-Forward-High, . . ., Right-
Back-Low} which are Laban’s 26 spatial directions as described in Fig. 1.1c. Note that for
limb 13 in Baxter, the most distal link, there are only three spatial pulls namely: Left-High,
Forward-Middle, Right-forward-Low. Similarly, for limb 23, there are three spatial directions
namely: Right-High, Forward-Middle and Left-Forward-Low. Similarly, for NAO’s limb 51
(head), there are only five spatial directions namely: Place High, Place Middle, Place Low,
Left-Middle, Right-Middle. Spatial directions that would cause dynamic instability in NAO
were not recorded for the lower limbs. Moreover, NAO and youBot are mobile platforms so
the method also includes the case for translation in eight directions where c 1 is VSAM’s
origin as well as Body part. These eight directions are the spatial pulls from Middle level
shown in Fig. 1.1c.
Using the labels, (C, J, L, P ), of each platform and (ko, kd, ks)Laban−26, Algorithm 2 out-
lines the series of steps performed by the super-user to generate ECL and how a user can
generate a configuration pose (for all three platforms) via sparse user parameters, (l, o, d, s).
In this case, the ECLs for Baxter and NAO were generated through direct manipulation of
the robot limbs as depicted in Fig. 3.6. The ECL for youBot was generated through a similar
user-driven manipulator process in simulation. Figure 3.8 shows excerpt from ECLs of all





Figure 3.7. Poses defined by architecture: (a) shows the neutral home pose for a human
mover, Baxter, NAO and youBot, in this implementation; (b) shows the output pose for
the same user input, (distal 11, limb 11, Left-High, 3). Even though the platforms are
physically different, they all raised leftmost, upper subtree of their structure up and to the
left direction, to the maximum extent for the given user command. The mapping defined





Figure 3.8. This figure show sections of both databases corresponding to the ECL
implementation as explained in Fig. 3.3: (a) Excerpt from Baxter’s implementation. (b)
excerpt from NAO’s implementation. (c) Excerpt from youBot’s implementation.
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Using ECLs created for NAO, Baxter, and youBot, a user can retrieve any pose by
specifying sparse parameters. For example, for a high-level command of raising right arm
in Left-High direction, the user specifies the body part labeled limb 11, from an origin at
distal 11 with spatial direction Left-High and size of 3 (maximum size stored). The output
of specifying these parameters can be observed in Fig. 3.7 as compared to a human subject
executing the same high level instruction. A pose of Left-High for body part labeled limb 11
in each of Baxter, NAO and youBot robots is observed. The platform-invariant nature of
this framework is highlighted in using the same set of commands to produce a pose that
would otherwise require different scaling of parameters for physically different platforms.
See Fig. 3.5 for the symbolic correspondence to these commands.
Figure 3.9. Library commands based on the proprietary robot softwares used to generate
motion in Baxter, NAO and youBot.
To implement the selected sequence on a robot, we leverage existing software develop-
ment kits (SDKs). Both Baxter and NAO have native SDKs and the youBot is simulated
in Coppelia Robotics V-REP simulation software. The desired motion (articulation and
translation) is executed on platforms using the commands listed in Fig. 3.9.
3.4 Study 1: Validation via Lay User Movement
Design
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework for generating platform-invariant
movements, we conducted a questionnaire based user study. Nine participants (7 females
and 2 males between ages 19 and 29 years) from the University of Illinois were recruited
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by advertising through fliers. The participant’s departments ranged from psychology to
mechanical engineering. Five out of nine participants answered as having no prior knowledge
of LBMS, and out of the remaining four, the most well-versed participant had received less
than ten hours of training with LBMS before.
3.4.1 Study Design
The study was conducted in two sessions. In the first part, an expert in LBMS, a Certified
Movement Analyst (CMA), conducted a 30-minute training session with the volunteers to
equip them with vocabulary to describe movement in a compact manner. Relevant concepts
about Space and Body along with their symbolic representation were explained. Participants
moved around in three different reach spaces around their body: near-reach, middle-reach
and far-reach. Moreover, Laban’s twenty-seven spatial pulls as depicted in Fig. 1.1c were
introduced as a spatial representation in which a motion takes place. A simplified Motif
representation was explained using the symbols that align with our architecture.
During this training, participants practiced moving around in their environment experi-
menting with different spatial pulls, body parts involved and vicinities in which movement
can happen. For example, moving in response to a spatial command ‘Left’, a human will
naturally translate left, but they will also reach their arm to the left. This is a shape de-
formation in response to a spatial command. This is the natural human behavior that is
formalized in LBMS and leveraged for kinesthetically meaningful control architecture here.
Therefore, this training accessed much of the kinesthetic intelligence human movers already
possess and repackaged it with a formalized language.
After the training and practice session, the participants were requested to ‘create a move-
ment phrase’ in the context of either a restaurant hostess, tour guide or dancer, incorporating
four movements in their sequence. Then, participants were asked to label this phrase of four
movement in terms of the vocabulary they had just learned. Unbeknownst to the partici-
pants, this vocabulary corresponded to robot mappings shown in Fig. 3.5. Four participants
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selected the ‘tour guide’ context, two selected ‘restaurant hostess’ and the remaining three
picked ‘dancer’.
After designing the movement, the participants had to provide a written description in
English, a motif representation and a video recording of their movement sequence. Figure
3.10a shows images of movement sequence collected from one participant and Fig. 3.10b
shows their Motif representation. At the end of this session, participants filled in a ques-
tionnaire to give feedback on the training.
Afterwards, the Motifs were corrected by someone with approximately 10 hours of LBMS
training (not a CMA expert) if needed, e.g., a symbol for fingers was replaced with one for
whole arm when the video conflicted the Motif. After correction, the Motifs were converted
to high-level user command of (l, o, d, s). Figure 3.10b shows an example of motif provided
by the participant and the resulting user commands.
From these input commands the proposed framework generated movement on two of
the robotic platforms: NAO and Baxter. Figures 3.10c and 3.10d shows series of images
captured from movement execution on the two platforms for user commands in Fig. 3.10b.
Next, for the second part of the user study, participants were shown videos of movement
execution on both robots and were asked to evaluate if the movement looked the ‘same’ as
what they intended. Each participant not only viewed his/her own movement but the move-
ment sequences of other participants. This part of the user study was conducted remotely
using SurveyMonkey questionnaires. The questions asked for each robot’s execution were:
• Did the platform execution capture your intended style of movement? In other words,
would this movement sequence look appropriate in your selected context? [Yes or No]
• What important aspect did the execution miss? What are the similarities between
your execution and platform’s execution? [Free response]
• Remembering that the robotic platform is limited in its movement capability, please
rate how similar the execution seemed ‘in spirit’ to your movement in the video. [1






Figure 3.10. The movement results from the first user study. (a) Snapshots of participant’s
original movement sequence (in the context of ‘dancer’); this is Movement Sequence 9. (b)
Participant’s Motif and corrected Motif. (c) Snapshots of execution of sequence on Baxter.




Figure 3.11. Rating results from the first user study. (a), (b) All participants’ ratings of
both platforms execution of their own sequence. (c), (d) Participants’ binary choice of
whether the original sequence matched the robot execution across all sequences.
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The average rating for participant satisfaction about the training was 4.6 out of 5 with
a standard deviation of 0.7 indicating that participants felt confident to create movement
sequence for given context. This minimal training could easily have been extended to a few
hours, representing a very reasonable time frame for training an operator on a new system.
Given the limited training session, users did make some errors in their usage of the taxonomy,
which were corrected by the team via video observation.
Also, in the questionnaire, the participant were first quizzed about the context of their
own movement to refresh their memory. Furthermore, since not all participants had a
technical background in robotics, they were given a primer on limitation and range of motion
of the two robotic platforms. Afterwards, they were quizzed on their new knowledge to ensure
that they had the relevant background to evaluate the two platforms.
3.4.2 Results and Discussion
In the movement data collected, four participants selected tour guide, two selected restau-
rant hostess and the remaining three picked dancer. Along with the movement data, the
participants also provided feedback about the movement training session on a scale of 1 (Not
Satisfied) to 5 (Very Satisfied).The average rating for user satisfaction about the training
was 4.6 out of 5 with a standard deviation of 0.7 indicating that participants felt confidant
to create movement sequence for given context using their newly acquired vocabulary. It was
interesting to note that even though we didnt give instructions about how to perform the
movement, participants performed slow and distinct movement communicating clear spatial
intent.
Eight out of the original nine participants that designed the movement sequence partici-
pated. All eight of them responded ‘Yes’ that the execution captured their intended style of
movement for NAO’s execution. However, for Baxter, two participants out of the eight re-
sponded ‘No’. The differences they provided was that the execution was missing ‘curv[ature]
of the arms’ and ‘movement of head’.
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The common comments about similarities between the movements were: ‘Reach of the
arms and closeness’, ‘same limb and head movements (for NAO)’, ‘the poses taken by the
robot were very similar’ and ‘the poses looked like dance moves’. On the other hand, some
of the comments about the differences in execution were: ‘speed: robot is too slow, hands:
robot does not look like it is grasping objects’, and ‘there’s no legs or head movement’.
The results of participants rating similarity between their own movement and robot’s
movement execution is captured in Figs. 3.11a and 3.11b. For Baxter, the highest and
lowest rating received was 2 and 5 respectively. For NAO’s execution, six out of the eight
participants gave the executions a rating of 4 with the remaining giving a rating of 3. One
reason from 75% of participants gave NAO a high rating of 4 could be that it is perceived
as more similar in shape to a human than Baxter.
The mean rating was 3.5 with a standard deviation of 0.9. For NAO’s execution, six out
of the eight participants gave the executions a rating of 4 with the remaining giving a rating
of 3. The mean rating was 3.75 with a standard deviation of 0.46 for NAO.
The participants also evaluated other participant’s movement execution on the robots.
Figures 3.11c and 3.11d show histogram of how many participant answered ‘Yes’ or ‘No’
if the robot execution was successful in capturing the style of human actor’s movement
sequence. For both platforms, Movement Sequence 1 received more ‘No’ than ‘Yes’. For this
execution, there was leg movement involved that was not captured on the platforms. The
super-user could have incorporated that in the ECL to improve user response. Sequence 6
in NAO’s case also had higher red bar. Participants mentioned that “handing out the menu
(movement) didn’t seem to capture the essence of it”. This indicates that functional tasks
such as handing out menus are not the strength of an ECL based on Laban’s 26 spatial
directions. All remaining movement sequences for both platforms had higher green bars
than red bars. For Movement Sequence 7 for both platform and Sequence 9 for NAO, all
participants unanimously agreed that the execution on the platform captured the intended




Figure 3.12. Six examples of the framework. (a) Left to right: Movement Sequence 9, 6,
and 7. (b) Left to right: Movement Sequence 2, 5, and 4. Full details of the data collected
can be found in [101].
As for 15 out of 18 executions (83%), a majority of the participants agreed that the
movement execution on the robots captured the movement intent of the human actor, vali-
dates that the proposed framework is successful in generating platform-invariant movement
via high-level commands. Further, our users submitted to a relatively short training session
and did not need to learn technical details of the architecture in order to participate.
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3.5 Study 2: Validation via Lay User Observation
In the user study described in the previous section, we collected movement data from nine
participants. The participants designed a movement sequence consisting of four movements
in context of either a dancer, a restaurant hostess or a tour guide. The participants provided
movement data as a video recording of movement, a Motif representation as well as a written
English description. The user provided Motifs were corrected to match the movement video
provided. These Motifs were translated to four user parameters, (l, o, d, s), to generate
movement now on three robotic platforms: Baxter, NAO, and youBot. The youBot was
added to test performance on a non-anthropomorphic platform.
In this study, the participants watched videos of movement execution on these three
robots and evaluated their performance. A new group of volunteers of age 18 years and
older were recruited from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The user study was
advertised on weekly campus news emails. Seventeen out of the twenty people recruited
completed the whole questionnaire.The participants ages, who responded, ranged between
18 years to 74 years. Ten out of seventeen participants were between 18 and 23 years of age.
The participants were from a wide variation of educational background such as History,
Psychology, Dance, Bioengineering, Global Studies, Business Management, Molecular Bi-
ology, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. This represents a mix of technical as well
as non-technical backgrounds. This study was conducted online via SurveyMonkey and it
took less than two hours to finish. The participants were compensated $30 in Starbucks or
Amazon gift cards for their time.
The participants in this user study did not receive any training in the LBMS system,
Motif, or movement priming of any kind. Participants were asked their level of expertise
of LBMS and 16 out of 18 participants responded that they had no prior knowledge of it.
Other movement training experience ranged from training in dance, tennis, soccer, cricket,
swimming, Tai Chi, and cross country running.
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3.5.1 Study Design
The study was designed such that all participants were given a brief primer about the
robotic platforms under consideration so all participants had basic knowledge about the
movement capabilities of these platforms irrespective of their background. The participants
were quizzed afterwards and correct answers were presented to ensure that they understand
the capabilities of each platform. Next, the volunteers were showed each movement sequence
being performed by a human actor and given the context around which it was created:
either ‘tour guide’, ‘restaurant hostess’, or ‘dancer’. The participants were quizzed about
the context of each movement to ensure that they had noted the context of the movement.
Then, the participants watched three different platform’s movement execution corre-
sponding to the human actor’s movement and answered the following questions:
• Did the platform execution capture the intended style of movement of the human
actor? In other words, would this movement sequence look appropriate in the given
context? [Yes or No]
• What important aspect did the execution miss? What are the similarities between
human actor’s execution and platform’s execution? [Free response]
• Remembering that the robotic platform is limited in its movement capability, please
rate how similar the execution seemed ‘in spirit’ to human actor’s movement in the
video. [1 (Not Similar), 2, 3, 4, 5 (Very Similar)]
3.5.2 Results and Discussion
In Figs. 3.13a, 3.13b, and 3.13c, binary responses are presented to whether the participants
agreed if the robot captured the intended style of movement of the human actor. As shown
in Figure 3.13a, for all movement sequences for Baxter, more participants responded “Yes”
to the binary question on whether the platform captured the intended style of movement.
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For Movement Sequence 2 in Baxter, all participants responded “Yes” to the question. This
sequence was in context of a tour guide and was composed of directional gestures, which is
one of the strengths of this particular ECL. On the other hand, Figs. 3.13d, 3.13e, and 3.13f
show average rating of similarity between the human actor’s execution and the platform’s
execution for all movement sequences. The response is given on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5
is highest rating given for movement sequence that is “Very Similar”. Similar to the trend
seen in Figure 3.13a, all movement sequences for Baxter received high average rating of 3
and above.
The participants’ comments provided more insight into the similarities and differences
that they observed. The participants noted that Baxter was successful in executing the
correct direction of the arm movements of the human actor with comments such as “the
arms went in the correct directions”, “Baxter was able to hit all of the angles like the actor”,
“it got the exact poses”, “Everything went in the same directions so it looked like a dancer”
and so on.
On the other hand, the differences that the participants noted had a common theme of
movements that were not physically feasible for the platform. The participants observed
“obviously Baxter missed the all of the leg motions”, “Without the torso movement, the
movement seemed more limited”, “Baxter is unable to mimic leg or torso motion”, etc. The
participants were also not satisfied with the speed of execution for the robot and mentioned
“(the platform) did not move as quickly as the dancer” and “The speed of arm is very slow”.
We choose not to modify the speed of the videos to provide participants correct depiction
of how the robot moves in real life. Overall, participants seemed satisfied with the arm
movement of Baxter.
For NAO, except for Movement Sequence 6, more participants responded “Yes” than
“No” to the same question for this platform as observed in Figure 3.13b. In Sequence 6,
NAO rotates its arm in an undesirable manner compared to how humans rotate their arms




Figure 3.13. Rating results from the first user study. (a)-(c) All participants’ ratings of
both platforms execution of their own sequence. (d)-(e) Participants’ binary choice of
whether the original sequence matched the robot execution across all sequences.
high average rating of 3 and above for all the movement sequences as shown in Figure 3.13e.
Similar to Baxter, for NAO participants agreed that the arm and head movements were
translated accurately. Some comments were “The arm positions were all very close to exactly
where the human actor placed her arms”, and “extension of arm and bending them back
(are similar to human actor’s movement)”. For the differences the participant commented
of missing leg movement. Overall, participants identified the limitation of movement for the
robot compared to human movement and commented “Very similar, considering the robot’s
limitations”.
On the other hand, for youBot which is is not a humanoid robot, for only three movements
out of nine, more participants responded “Yes” than “No” for the binary response question as
shown in Figure 3.13c. There could be several reasons for this response from the participants.
Since all movements used both arms, the arm movement couldn’t be mapped directly to the
robot. Therefore, in the creation of the ECL, we made arbitrary choice of selecting the
human arm that mapped to the robot’s arm. As seen in Fig. 3.13f, for youBot, only two
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movement sequences made in context of dance and tour guide received a high rating of 3
and above. These two sequences comprised of only one arm movement at a time making
that arm the obvious choice for the super-user to translate to the youBot’s single arm. It is
also interesting to note that average rating for all movement sequences for youBot is greater
than 2 implying that even for the worst case the user observed observed some similarities
between the movement of the non-humanoid platform and human actor’s movement.
In open-ended comments on similarities participants agreed that given the capabilities
of the robot it performed movement in the correct direction. The participants commented
“Given its limitations, it did not miss anything”, “youBot’s arm went in the same general
direction of the human actor’s right arm”, “The arm is in the right angles” and so on. The
participants also pointed out that they struggled in seeing similarities in movements where
the actor was moving both hands at the same time (which of course cannot be implemented
on a platform with a single appendage). Some of the general comments about those move-
ments were “hard to compare with one arm and no body reference can’t do both arms
front”, “still hard to compare because only one arm” and “the lack of two limbs makes it
very difficult to emulate the human motion properly”.
Another interesting comment that was observed for youBot was that for movements
involving human actor kneeling, the participants noted that it could be observed for the
robot as well. The comments were “youBot seemed to attempt to crouch down to mimic
the human actor kneeling”, and “youBot achieved the level changes of the human actor”. It
is interesting because youBot is not capable of changing levels however the users perceived
the change of level because of the movement of the arm. This was not perceived for Baxter
or NAO movement executions. We believe this may be because more “risky” movements,
causing the youBot to tip momentarily, were instantiated for this platform (which was only
operating in simulation), causing the perceived effort by the platform to be higher.
Interestingly, the participant with the most dance training (17 years as entered in their
background) preferred the movement of youBot over the Baxter platform, favored by the
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majority of the participants. This participant noted the difference in timing and their
perceived level of exertion of the overall platform. For one of the movement sequences with
a ‘tour guide’ context, they wrote: “Assuming the actions are for pointing, the youBot does
this very well by drawing attention to things. Its full attention appears to be going to
something, asking you to do the same. This might even be more effective than the actor’s
execution because the attention inherently belongs to the tour guide and not the object of
attention.” Similarly, this could be due to the fact that the edges of performance of the
platform were pushed in simulation.
Overall, 89% of movement sequences received a higher number of “Yes”s than “No”s for
movement similarity for Baxter and NAO across a broad pool of participants. Further, even
though youBot is not a humanoid robot, 33% of movement sequences received more “Yes”
than “No”. The participants’ qualitative comments provided insight into the various factors
that contributed to the low score such as the type of movement being executed.
3.6 Towards Human Imitation in Stylistic Walking
In the presented work, we have focused on translation of the movement commands to many
platforms after only hours of training on the concepts and symbology at play. We also include
the use of lay viewers to validate that our method has recreated the ‘same’ movement across
multiple platforms. This framework can be augmented with the state-of-the-art tools like
MoveIt!, a ROS-based motion planning software, wherein the majority of the movement plan
is provided by the proposed framework and then shifting to MoveIt! for finer, more precise
movements. This way, the developed framework helps in generating similar movements from
humans on a range of robots and thus explores human-likeness in movement for the robots.
To develop expressive bipedal robots, a similar mapping needs to be carried out from
stylistic human walking onto two-legged robot designs. However, for developing stylistic
walking behaviors in robots, a number of other factors have to be taken into account. Since
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in walking, there is a repetitive interaction with the walking surface, human-like movements
can not just be restricted to reaching a desired pose configuration. Therefore, the study of
dynamics and rigid body collision is equally important for modeling walking behaviors in
robots. Walking movement has to be defined in a formal way including the dynamics of the
structure and a formal method for actuation strategy making it possible. Towards this end,
a variety of dynamical models of bipedal robots have been studied to generate feasible gaits.
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Chapter 4
Expressive Bipedal Walker Design
from LBMS1
LBMS provide an embodied perspective into different human movements and can lend insight
into how human movements can be translated to robot platforms. As described in 1.3, a
significant role is attributed to the human pelvis for walking in Bartenieff Fundamentals
(BF).
As a first step towards expressive bipedal walkers, a direct mapping of basic movement
strategies, as understood in BF, is tried on robot designs. For human walking, a design
that maps the three basic movements related to walking originating from the pelvis region
and a modulation of these can provide variation in walking behaviors. For example, it can
be observed that people of different ages have a different gait pattern. While the elderly
and weak have a more prominent Lateral Pelvic Shift, the young and healthy tend to have
relatively more significant Forward Pelvic Shift and Thigh Lifting.
Our goal was to physically approximate the spatial path of a weighty pelvis as opposed to
replicating the relative motions of distal and proximal joints like ankles, knees, and hips (as
other human-inspired walking techniques have used). In this chapter, a conceptual design
with simulation and a simplified mathematical model of the design is presented in an effort to
develop multiple walking behaviors. The work presented in this chapter has been presented
in peer-reviewed publications [3, 4].
1The presented work was a collaborative effort with a team of undergraduate students who helped with
the design of pelvis-inspired tray mechanism.
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4.1 Mapping BF for Walking on Robot Platform
Figure 4.1. The analogy between human and the envisioned robot design presented in [3].
The proposed design has a mechanism on top of the two legs allowing a shift in the center
of mass along the sagittal and lateral axes.
The insight about the role of the pelvis helps identify the pivotal role played by the pelvis
(or core) in the human body, and forms the basis for our hardware design. The design team
underwent a movement training session in the supervision of a certified Laban Movement
Analyst. The session focused on experiencing the Basic Six sequences and experiencing the
three movements highlighted for walking.
As a result of the brainstorming following the movement session, an open loop under-
actuated walker robot was proposed. The design was capable to execute the movements
discussed earlier mainly by a single point of actuation close to the center of mass. Although
the legs were also actuated, pelvis action was essential to generate the locomotion. The
proposed design, shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, has a base containing our core actuator part
with the two legs connected to this base structure. The distinguishing feature of the design
is that it is parameterized by three basic movement primitives and allows force generation
in sagittal and lateral directions.
The prototype designed has three degrees of freedom as given in Fig. 4.2. Two of
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them, (l, θ) are in the sagittal plane, parallel to the direction of travel. The third one, w,
is constituted by the rocking motion of the tray in the coronal plane, perpendicular to the
direction of travel. A horseshoe channel is attached to a single actuator which tips the
channel up and down, with respect to the ground; the channel is attached to a platform
which is attached to the two legs. These legs are actuated for rotation about the pitch axis.
The physical morphology of the platform maps directly to the three different movements
enumerated in the previous subsection. As the length l of each channel increases, extending
the edges of the horseshoe shape, a more intense Thigh Lift is caused as the legs can traverse
longer angular distance.
As the central actuator tips the platform up and down (expressed by parameter θ), a more
dramatic Forward Pelvic Shift occurs as the cosine of the force exerted by the mass sliding
through the platform increases. Finally, as the radius of the circle inscribing the curved
portion of the horseshoe (that can be related to parameter w) increases, a more dramatic










Figure 4.2. Perspective view of the tray used for containing the rolling mass. By changing
out the form of this tray (or varying the parameters l, w, and θ listed above), we can
change the style of the gait.
The actuator structure is made up of a curve shaped tray with a heavy metallic ball on
it that is free to move. This structure can be moved about the pitch axis with the help of a
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servo motor attached to its bottom. By the movement of the ball in one of the two paths
of the tray, weight is shifted to the respective side. Because of this motion, center of mass
of the whole robot shifts in that direction. This imitates the forward and lateral pelvic shift
in a single move.
As shown in Fig. 4.2, the dimensions of this tray structure and the angle it traverses
map to the three movement primitives explained in the previous section. While the lateral
span of the tray, w, affects the Lateral Pelvic Shift, similar effect is had on the Forward
Pelvic Shift by the length l of the tray. Thigh Lift is achieved by the leg motors but their
rotation is dependent upon the lateral span and length of the tray. To create different gaits,
we change the design of the tray and fix it on top of the biped easily with the help of rail
design at the bottom of the tray.
Legs are connected to the platform beneath the tray and are actuated by motors. The
rounded surface forming the bottom of the walker “feet” allows for slight yaw adjustments
that accommodate the lateral pelvic shift without requiring more complex leg design.
4.2 Actuation Strategy for Mapping BF
By separating the control of the robot into two levels, we make room for the ability to map
movements executed on a radically different platform (the human body) to our simple walker
device. At the high-level, we desire a simultaneous sequence of three of Bartenieff’s Basic
Six: Lateral Pelvic Shift, right; Forward Pelvic Shift; Thigh Lift, left; Lateral Pelvic Shift,
left; Forward Pelvic Shift; Thigh Lift, right; and back to Lateral Pelvic Shift, right.
Thus, we make a platform-free description of these basic movements. Lateral Pelvic
Shift corresponds to the center of gravity shifting laterally to the center-line of the platform;
Forward Pelvic Shift will correspond to the center of gravity shifting forward in the sagittal
plane of the platform; and Thigh Lift will correspond to a structure moving to catch a falling
center of gravity.
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In order to orient these motion primitives to our platform, we simply need to assign the
locations of these spatial planes with respect to our unique platform and identify a mechanism
for shifting the center of gravity. These strategies, or platform-specific translations of our
motion primitives, are given next. The movement in parabolic path of the center of mass of
the robot is the heart of the locomotion and control strategy. This movement is controlled
by the motor attached to the bottom of the tray. This motor rotates the tray for moving
the metal ball.
Following the tray, the legs are moved to achieve locomotion. The legs are actuated in
an out of phase manner such that the moving legs are able to catch the shift in the center
of mass. In this way, with a carefully selected initial condition for the metallic ball and the
legs, a walking sequence continues without falling.
4.3 Simulation and Results of BF-inspired Platform
The platform and its motion was simulated in Coppelia Robotics Virtual Robotics Exper-
imentation Platform (V-REP) 3.2 under the PRO EDU license. Further details about the
simulation environment and choices can be obtained from [3].
Figure 4.3. Gait sequence in simulation. These three snapshots are taken within a single
gait cycle of the simulated prototype. They show the behavior of the weighted mass in
grey as facilitated by the tray, which is rendered in blue. The three motor positions are
drawn in orange.
The actuation signals for the tray and the legs have been generated here in an ad hoc
manner but to ensure provably stable walk, these two movements have to be executed in a
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4. (a). Trajectory of biped walker. This plot shows the forward progress of the
robot in the x direction in the simulation. Off axis movement (corresponding to the lateral
pelvic shift) is documented in the y direction. (b). Trajectory of ball in the tray for ten
gait cycles. This plot shows how the movement shown in Fig. 4.3 is produced by the
oscillatory behavior of the ball in the tray.It is found that the center of mass deviates
almost 26% of its size in the lateral manner and 22% of its size in the forward direction.
closed-loop feedback control. Figure 4.3 shows snapshots from the result of this simulation.
The results of the simulation were repeatable forward progress of the robot (see Fig. 4.4a)
via a shifting center of mass (see Fig. 4.4b). Future work (as partially covered in Ch. 7),
will optimize the timing of the motor control signals to produce a more dramatic shift of
weight and feedback from additional sensors to improve stability margins.
4.4 Simplified Planar Version of the Walker Design
The simplification of the proposed design is done by representing the biped as a linked
structure consisting of two links relating to the legs, and a mass on top acting as pelvis. The
mass is fixed at a right angle with the vertical and can move to and fro as in a prismatic
joint. This movement is equivalent to Forward Pelvic Shift, as discussed in the Basic Six
1.3.
To model Thigh Lift, legs without knees are considered in this model, that can rotate
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Figure 4.5. Human-inspired planar biped model with actuation in pelvis. Pelvis is
replicated by a sliding mechanism moving the mass Mt forward and backward by
displacement dt. The thighs are imitated as two mechanical links of mass m rotating about
the hip. The stance leg (shown as solid blue line) is un-actuated in this model.
about the hip, with point masses at their centers of mass. The model is equipped with
three actuators: two torque actuators, τ1 and τ2, acting at the hip for each leg and a force
actuator, F , acting on the mass Mt. The dynamic modeling of this biped model is carried
out in two phases: Swing Phase, and Impact Phase. The two phases switch to one another
forming a hybrid system as depicted in Fig. 4.6.
Figure 4.6. The stable walking of the planar biped model can be represented as a hybrid
system. The biped model stays in the swing phase dynamics until the swing leg impacts the
ground. At that instant, the biped state variables are updated using strike phase dynamics
and returned to the swing phase. As a result, the right and left legs swap their roles.
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4.4.1 Swing Phase Model (Single Support Phase Model)
The planar biped model is assumed to be in this phase when the linked structure is pinned to
the ground with an ideal pin joint. Following assumptions are considered during this phase:
1. The stance leg remains fixed to the point of attachment.
2. The normal component of the ground reaction force remains positive, i.e., the stance
leg remains at the ground surface.





where, µ represents the co-efficient of static friction.
The dynamics for the swing phase can be modeled as follows:
Dsq̈s + Cs(qs, q̇s)q̇s +Gs = Γs, (4.1)
where qs = [qst, qsw, dt]
T is the set of generalized coordinates, Ds is the inertial matrix, Cs
represents the Coriolis and Centrifugal terms, and Gs are the gravitational generalized forces.
These matrices are given in Appendix A. The variable Γs represents the generalized forces
acting on the robot:































where u is the input vector, and pt is the position of the mass Mt. The state space
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representation of Eq. 4.1 above can be written as follows:




= D−1s (−Csq̇s −Gs + Γs)
(4.3)
Note:
1. Computing the angular momentum conservation about the stance foot saves the stance
reaction forces from appearing in the equations of motion for the biped model.
2. The convention of using a positive joint angle for clockwise rotation is for considering
positive angular momentum for the left to right locomotion of the biped model [102].
4.4.2 Impact Model (Double Support Phase Model)
As soon as the swing leg impacts the ground, the biped model needs to consider the reaction
forces resulting from the ground impact. The following assumptions can be made for the
impact with the ground (taken from [102]):
1. The impact is instantaneous.
2. The swing leg foot is assumed to experience no slip or rebound.
3. The reaction force experienced by the swing leg foot is impulsive.
4. At the moment of impact, the stance leg lifts from the ground without interaction (to
become the swing leg for the next step).
5. The actuators can be ignored during the moment of impact as they can not generate
any impulsive input.
6. Based on the above assumptions, it can be seen that the angular momentum is con-
served during the impact (check [103] for detailed discussion on the rigid contact and
collision).
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The configuration coordinates vector needed for deriving this model is extended to in-
clude a point on the biped as well, to make the final form:















Since, the collision impact with the ground is assumed to be instantaneous, we can write
the contact phase with the ground as follows:
De(qe)q̈e + Ce(qe, q̇e)q̇e +Ge = Γe + δFext (4.4)




sw], i.e., the generalized force corresponding to the reaction forces experienced




















e − q̇−e ) = Fext (4.5)
where the assumptions of non-instantaneous change in the joint positions qe come into play.
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Moreover, using the condition of no slip and no rebound assumption for the swing leg
foot, we can have conditions on the post-impact horizontal and vertical velocities of the
swing leg foot as follows:
vsw = E(qe)q̇e =
∂psw
∂qe
q̇e = 0, (4.6)
where, psw and vsw are the position and the velocity of the swing leg foot, respectively.














sw] represent the external forces appearing on the swing leg foot, inte-
grated over the impulse duration. For the different biped models discussed in this work, the
matrices are provided in Appendix A.
4.5 Control Design of Stable Walking Gait
The control system for this robot has been designed using the concept of virtual constraints
detailed in [102]. The stable walking controller is generated through use of hybrid zero
dynamics and a Poincare return map. We have extended the basic planar walker to include
an actuated core, which propels the forward motion of the platform. In order to generate the
walking desired, a variable ys called the virtual constraint, is defined in terms of a strictly
monotonically increasing function θs of the joint configuration variables (in our case, that is
qst, the joint angle of the stance leg):




(qst − qmaxst )
(qminst − qmaxst )
(4.9)
The details of the virtual constraint above can be seen in Appendix A. A feedback
linearization technique is used that drives ys asymptotically to zero, thus making h(qs) →
hd(θs). In our case, we have investigated a simple virtual constraint for the pelvis mass to
follow a parabolic trajectory, keeping the leg joint angles summing to zero asymptotically
(which means that the two legs have joint angle responses mirror to each other). The virtual
constraint for the pelvis mass dt is as shown in the Fig. 4.7. Other trajectories have also
been considered as a virtual constraint for dt but it turns out that by the nature of feedback
linearization, there is not enough design space in the linearized system for multiple periodic
behaviors to exist.
To meet the virtual constraints, following feedback linearization control signal is used:
u(θs) = (LgLfh(θs))
−1(v − L2fh(θs)) (4.10)
This control signal ensures that the robot structure remains on the virtual constraint surface.
The Lie derivatives LgLfh and L
2
fh are for linearizing the system while the signal v actually
makes the system approach their values in the virtual constraint. One possible feedback
signal for v is explained in [104], which for our case becomes:









where, for i = 1, 2, 3
ψi(yi, εẏi) := − sgn(εẏi)|εẏi|α
− sgn(φi(yi, εẏi))|φi(yi, εẏi)
α
2−α , (4.12)
0 < α < 1, and




where ε > 0 decides the settling time of the controller.
4.5.1 Results of the Simulation
The control implementation and analysis have been done by modifying the MATLAB codes
of Eric Westervelt3. This code was designed for a three link planar biped mode with unac-
tuated torso and was modified to reflect our actuated pelvis design by adding a third virtual
constraint.
The initial conditions we picked, have not been designed using formal techniques, and
can be improved but periodic orbits of state variables indicates that the model is stable.
Joint angles and joint velocities are shown in Fig. 4.8 for stable walking. In these plots, a
repeating pattern can be seen for all the joint variables. Associated control signals, outputs




Figure 4.7. Desired trajectory of the pelvis mass against the stance leg joint angle over 5
gait cycles. Namely, this plot shows dt versus qst. This additional virtual constraint extends
the original model in [3] to include a point of actuation located near the center of mass.
The two other virtual constraints used are the same as those for the planar model in [106].
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8. (a). Joint position trajectories for the three joints, qsw, qst, dt, over 5 gait cycles
under the control input in Equation 4.10, with initial conditions [−0.3927 0.3927 0.3332]T .
(b). Joint velocities for the three joints, qsw, qst, dt, over 5 gait cycles under the control
input in Equation 4.10, with initial conditions [0.5772 − 0.7332 2.3272]T .
4.6 Towards a Parametric Design of Expressive
Bipedal Walker
For an expressive bipedal walker capable of generating different gaits, a parametric design
has been presented. The design consists of a pelvis-inspired tray structure based on the
Basic Six from Bartenieff Fundamentals whose shape defined by the length and width can
be modified to give different gaits. The open-loop actuation signal in this design is generated
on an adhoc basis and does not follow a formal method because it is hard to mathematically
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model the rolling action of the ball on the tray.
This initial design is then simplified to a dynamic planar biped model that can be an-
alyzed for curating provably stable walking behaviors. The biped model incorporates the
Forward Pelvis Shift in terms of a to and fro moving mass on top of the legs. For the planar
model, stable walking behavior is generated using feedback control design.
The original design was brought about with an expectation of different walking behaviors
for different trajectories of the pelvis mass. However, we were unable to define a variety of
nonlinear feedback controllers capable of generating multiple gaits. It turns out that after
feedback linearization, the design space for variable movement becomes restricted. Therefore,
as a next step, other control schemes for generating variability have been investigated.
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Chapter 5
Stylistic Walking in Compass Walker
Model and its Variants1
In the previous chapters, we have discussed different aspects of human imitation in general
movements and then specifically for walking, a walker design is proposed and simplified for
provably stable walking. In this chapter, I will focus on specifically developing multiple
walking styles to fulfil the expressive aspect of the bipedal walker design.
A framework is presented that allows generating a wide variety of walking movements
in a simple planar biped model for expressing the internal state and communicating with
human counterparts. Moreover, the expressivity of the walker is validated by labeling a set
of gaits with suitable verbs in English associated with different human walking styles. These
labels are then verified for corresponding gaits by lay viewers through user studies. The
work presented in this chapter has been presented in peer-reviewed publications [7, 8].
5.1 Walking Styles in Humans
We use the embodied movement taxonomy in the Laban/Bartenieff Movement System
(LBMS) to understand walking and frame the goals of this work. This taxonomy allows
us to investigate, from a bodily perspective, all the ways we might vary our gait in order to
accommodate environment and/or task. That means, as a research team, trying out various
gaits on ourselves, moving across the room from various movement prompt, e.g. “skitter”.
Then, we look to literature and language references to understand how various forms of
walking are described by and communicated to humans. This work forms the basis of our
1The work presented here has been a collaborative work with Catherine Maguire who contributed by
helping in labeling of gait styles discussed in Sec. 5.4.1.
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labeling of variable gaits.
Walking is a specific instance of Locomotion, one of the Basic Body Actions enumerated
in LBMS, that is characteristic to human movement behavior [60]. Simply put, it is the
mobilization of our weight through space in order to change location through bipedal action
that leaves at least one leg on the ground at all times. In order to move our weight, we must
shift our center of weight over, to and between our two legs. In walking this is an ongoing
dynamic that forms a stereotyped action of patterning of the bipedal form where one foot
is always in contact with the floor.
To this end, there are a wide variety of gaits that human movers (and robots) can produce
based on form, intent, context and phrasing. This variety accommodates walking inside of
different kinds of environments [63]: slippery ice, rocky terrain, and even say over hot coals
as well as walking motivated by different internal states: a particular mood, intent, or
motivation. Thus, “walking” can be further articulated into multiple identifiable gait styles.
In practice, this action is based on environmental constraints and communication with
human counterparts concerns as well. Take for example a person in high heels negotiating
a crowded sidewalk, versus a person in sneakers. The context of the clothing will affect the
gait. The stride length, the heel strike, and the transfer of weight will manifest differently
based on the footwear. The intent of the mover will also change the gait. For example,
dragging one’s feet to avoid arriving at an undesired confrontation or tiptoeing over a noisy
floor to avoid making sounds, will change the style of walking.
In addition to being identified inside movement theory, these styles show up in language.
The use of these different gait words evokes particular images and suggests an attitude,
experience and intent of the mover. It also portrays a particular relationship to the environ-
ment, or context of the mover. There is a multitude of examples of this both in the spoken
and written language. Nicholson writes of “many synonyms, or not quite synonyms, for
walking, each word with its own shade and delineation of meaning”, going on to discuss his
own relationship to as many as 23 different words for walking, e.g., “tromped”, “strolled”,
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and “hiked”, and then carrying on to discuss prepositional modifiers too, e.g., “walked on
eggshells” [107]. Merriam-Websters thesaurus lists 62 words that are related to or synonyms
of walking [108].
The resulting gaits can be identified through phrasing and are recognizably separate from
each other. These walking styles are interpreted inside of context by human viewers in order
to estimate the internal state of the mover. Our interest is in seeing if we can produce
different, and recognizable, gaits in a bipedal robotic platform. Identifying, naming, and
validating the gaits (Fig. 5.7) is a step toward this end.
5.2 Biped Models for Gait Generation
For gait generation, two planar biped models have been investigated and explained as follows:
Modified Compass Walker One of the models considered for gait generation is for an
under-actuated robot that exists only in the sagittal plane. The structure of this model is
inspired from the sagittal plane (side) view of a human walking. In this model, “legs” are
considered without “knees”. The legs can rotate about the “hip” with point masses at their
centers of mass. This model is commonly known as compass-like biped model and has been
studied extensively in the literature, e.g., [109].
In the traditional version, this model is passive, i.e., without any actuation, walking on
an incline. In comparison, we are considering it on a flat surface with actuation in one of
the legs. Such a leg configuration without knees on a flat surface causes leg scuffing but it
is assumed, as in [110], that through some external actuation, the swing leg moves in the
coronal plane and returns to the sagittal plane at the time of impact only. Other model
parameters and details are provided in Fig. 5.1.
Three Link On-a-wire Walker Model This model is the modified version from the
one presented in Section 4.4. As described earlier, the movement in this model has a to
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Figure 5.1. This figure shows the analogy between human walking and the planar model
(in order to justify the bodily naming of various features of the model). The image at top
was used to establish correspondence between human walking and the planar model. The
parameter TL relates to Thigh Lift from the Basic Six in Bartenieff Fundamentals and
assigns step length for the biped model. In the table below, range of input torque, state
vector, and values of model parameters are given.
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Figure 5.2. Human-inspired planar biped model with actuation in pelvis. Pelvis is
replicated by a sliding mechanism moving the mass Mt forward and backward by
displacement dt. The thighs are imitated as two mechanical links of mass m rotating about
the hip. The stance leg (shown as solid blue line) is un-actuated in this model.
and fro component equivalent to Forward Pelvic Shift. The difference in the model lies in
the absence of one of the leg torques. The parameters and other details of the model are
provided in Fig. 5.2.
5.3 Feasible Gait Generation
The goal for this work is to generate a wide variety of gaits, even with a low (two) degree of
freedom model. This palette of gait styles can pave the way for a more expressive bipedal
platform. To this end, model-based trajectory optimization is used to produce a large range
of feasible gaits for suitable changes in the path constraints and the cost function.
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The gait generation is formulated in terms of an optimization problem trying to optimize
a cost function while satisfying the constraints. In this respect, there are two types of
constraints. The first type is termed as path constraints which are satisfied throughout the
walking step. The second type is boundary constraints which have to be satisfied at the two
ends of a walking step.
Essential path constraints for walking in the given model are the following:
• Swing leg dynamics of the biped model:
ẋs = fmodel(xs(t), u(t)).
• Positive normal ground reaction force at the stance foot: F stN (t) > 0.
• For the three link on-a-wire walker model, the trajectory dt of the pelvis mass follows
a desired waveform PS.
• Ratio of the normal ground reaction force to the tangential ground reaction force at




| ≤ µ, where µ is the coefficient of friction for the
walking surface.
• Actuator and state variable limits of the model:
umin ≤ u ≤ umax, xsmin ≤ xs ≤ xsmax.
Essential boundary constraints for the given model, on the other hand, include the fol-
lowing:







• Periodicity constraint relating the initial state and state after impact in a walking step:
x+s (tf ) = ∆(x
−
s (tf )) = xs(0),
where ∆ is the map from the state before impact to the state after impact.
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Using these constraints, the formulation of optimization of a cost function J(u(t)) over




s.t. ẋs = D
−1
s (−Csq̇s −Gs + Γs)






T > −µF stN
r(sin(qst(tf ))− sin(qsw(tf ))) = TL
r(cos(qst(tf ))− cos(qsw(tf ))) = 0
||dt − ddest (PS)||2 = 0
xs(0) = ∆(xs(tf ))
xsmin ≤ xs ≤ xsmax
umin ≤ u ≤ umax
t ∈ [0, tf ]
, (5.1)
In the above formulation, TL, J and PS correspond to the step length, the cost function
and desired waveform for dt in the three link on-a-wire walker model, µ is the coefficient of
friction for the walking surface, and F stN and F
st
T represent normal and tangential components
of ground reaction forces at the stance foot, respectively. The constraints in Eq. 5.1 include:
the model dynamics; ratio of stance leg reaction forces satisfying
F stT
F stN
≤ µ; at the end of the
walking step, the horizontal distance is equal to the step length TL and the vertical distance
covered is equal to zero; the walking step is periodic; and a feasible range for state and input
vectors and time taken for a step.
Finding a solution to the optimization problem using the above constraints is an infinite
dimensional problem. One way to solve this optimization is by discretizing the input and
state trajectories for a given time duration (walking step time in our case). In this approach,
the given optimization problem is discretized at specific time instants, called collocation
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points into a nonlinear parameter optimization problem [111].
After discretization, all constraints are evaluated at the collocation points and the system
dynamics model fmodel(xs(t), u(t)) is written as a set of collocation constraints. An example
collocation constraint using trapezoidal method of integration is as follows:





model) = 0, k ∈ [0, v − 1], (5.2)
where xk+1s and x
k
s are the biped states at collocation points k + 1 and k, respectively,
fk+1model and f
k
model are the corresponding values of the dynamics model fmodel at these biped
states, hk is the time step between the two collocation points, and v is the total number of
collocation points. After collocation, the discretized state and input variables are stacked in
a single vector z, such that:
z =
x(1)s , . . . , x(v)s
u(1), . . . , u(v)
 (5.3)




subject to ci(z) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k
gj(z) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , l
zmin ≤ z ≤ zmax
(5.4)
where ci(z) is an equality, and gj(z) is an inequality constraint. This problem can now be
solved using nonlinear parameter optimization tools. After finding the optimal solution for
this optimization, solution to the original problem is approximated using polynomials.
For the given biped model, the optimization problem has been solved using a particular
type of collocation, called direct orthogonal collocation, in which the discretization is carried
out at time instants where the roots of Legendre polynomials exist. The nonlinear optimiza-
tion problem is then solved using IPOPT [112] and the function approximation is performed
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using the Legendre polynomials. The optimization toolbox used for this purpose is GPOPS
II [113] and is run on a laptop computer running a 2.2 GHz Core i7 processor. The code is
written in MATLAB using the baseline code structure in [114] and can find solution for our
optimization problem within a minute.
Figure 5.3. The state and input trajectories are discretized at specific time instants and
then the constraints and the objective function are evaluated at the discretized points. As
a result, the continuous time optimization problem is converted into nonlinear parameter
optimization.
Gaits for Actuated Compass Walker Model For the actuated compass walker model,
TL and J act as gait parameters as for their variation over a given range, a range of gaits
can be generated. The solution to the optimization problem Eq. 5.1, empirically, been
found to exist for 0.01 ≤ TL ≤ 0.9, while choosing J to be one of the cost functions in
{qsw(t), (q̇sw(t))2, 100, ||u(t)||2}. Using a resolution of 0.01 in TL, a total of 360 gaits have
been found. For finding the solution, the initial and final state in the state trajectory are
initialized to:
xs(0) = [−0.17, 0.34, 1.44, 0.53]
xs(tf ) = [−0.34,−0.17, 1.66,−3.25].
(5.5)
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Gaits for Three-link Walker On-a-wire Model The solution to this problem, an
input trajectory and initial conditions, giving a new gait style, has been investigated for
TL = [0.01, 0.5] and five pre-defined options of PS (given in Fig. 5.6), which are currently
chosen in an ad hoc manner. This way, considering a resolution of 0.01 in TL, a total of 250
gaits can be generated using this model. For finding the solution in Eq. 5.1, the initial and
final states in the state trajectory are initialized to:
xs(0) = [−0.17, 0.34,−0.05, 1.44, 0.53,−0.39],
xs(tf ) = [−0.34,−0.17,−0.05, 1.66,−3.25,−0.42].
5.4 Validation of Gait Styles with Lay Viewers
To validate that the generated gait styles are distinguishable for the human viewers, two user
studies have been conducted. These user studies test if the lay human viewers can agree
to the labels assigned to the gaits according to their characteristic profiles on a Likert scale
questionnaire.
5.4.1 Gait Label Selection
From the generated gaits, a set of six gaits were selected for each of the two models. These
gaits were selected based on their distinguishing movement profiles and were assigned gait
labels from English literature. The hypothesis at hand was to check if lay users could agree
with the assigned labels.
For this purpose, the gaits selected for the actuated compass walker model were: “Drag”,
“Lope”, “Saunter”, “Shuffle”, “Skim” and “Stagger”, and are provided in Fig. 5.4 along
with the gait parameters. The gaits selected for the three link on-a-wire walker model were:
“Amble”, “Drag”, “Saunter”, “Shuffle”, “Skim” and “Stagger”, and are given in Fig. 5.6.
In the gaits selected for user validation, “Amble” was given for its gait because of a slow
relaxed walking profile. The label of “Drag” was chosen because of a slow movement and
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Figure 5.4. The set of labeled gaits, along with the corresponding optimization parameters,
used for running the user study. The gaits are shown by static snapshots from the gait
animation, overlayed throughout a single gait cycle.
a minimal lift of swing leg from ground. Similarly, “Lope” was given because the swing leg
takes a relatively bigger step length as if trying a long stride. The label of “Saunter” was
chosen for its respective gait because the leg movement in this appeared leisurely. Small steps
and minimal lift from ground signified “Shuffle”. “Skim” was chosen for its gait because of
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Figure 5.5. Selected options for PS used for defining the desired trajectory dt of the pelvis
mass in Eq. 5.1 and referenced in Fig. 5.6. The specified waveforms constitute the path
constraints over a walking step. The resulting gaits from optimization ensure that the
pelvis mass follows the trajectory within some error tolerance.
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Figure 5.6. The set of labeled gaits, along with the corresponding optimization parameters,
used for running the user study. The gaits are shown by static snapshots from the gait
animation, overlaid throughout a single gait cycle.
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a seemingly gliding movement profile. “Stagger” was given to its gait because it represented
slow walking with multiple swings of the swing leg before taking the step.
Figure 5.7. Iterative process of identifying the gait styles and their labels. The role of
human observation will be leveraged in two ways: first, expert movement analysts work
iteratively to inspect and come to bodily understanding of the produced gaits (Section
5.3); then, lay viewers confirm, or challenge, this analysis (Section 5.4.1). This two part
process creates two iterative design cycles in our workflow.
This assignment was carried out by observing the gaits multiple times going back and
forth between a macro and a micro perspective. The macro perspective focused on the
“phrasing” of the pattern: its rhythm, duration, and emphasis. These determinations were
made by looking at the movement of the parts in relationship to each, and how the parts,
depending on their phrasing, created a whole gait style. In order to further clarify and assign
labels to the animations, an embodied process followed. We “tried” on the animations and
replicated them in our own bodies to understand the associations and experiences that the
perceived phrasing patterns generated. So, through extensive observation, identification of
phrasing patterns and an embodied experience of the animations, a link was made to the
larger body of knowledge of “types” of human locomotion.
Next, trial user studies were run for validation of these gait labels. This involved training
of the viewers for the meaning and sentence use of the words for the gait labels (Fig. 5.7).
The feedback and results from these trial studies were used to further refine the selection
of gaits and their gait labels. For example, “Skip” was first assigned to one of the gaits for
Three-link model, but later on it was dropped for not being distinctive in its leg movement
profile as compared to others, as reflected in the user results. After a couple of iterations,
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six gait styles with labels were selected for final validation with a bigger participant pool.
The words used for the gait labels, along with their meanings, and their use in sentences,




Amble To walk or move at a slow, relaxed pace They ambled along the riverbank.
Drag To trail, to hang with its weight, while
moving or being moved; to move with
friction on the ground or surface.
I have to drag myself out of bed each day.
[115]
Lope To run or move with a long bounding
stride.
She put the horse into a lope and headed for
the shed. [116]
Saunter Walk leisurely and with no apparent
aim.
In June, some flights were delayed at
Kennedy when about 100 turtles, seeking a
place to lay their eggs, sauntered across a
runway. [117]
Shuffle Walk by dragging ones feet along or
without lifting them fully from the
ground.
I stepped into my skis and shuffled to the
edge of the steep slope. [118]
Skim To move, glide, fly or float, lightly and
rapidly over or along (the ground, etc.)
The swallows skimmed along the surface of
water. (Modified from [119])
Stagger To sway involuntarily from side to side
when trying to stand or walk erect.
A young woman staggered towards the land-
lady, and then fell down in a swoon. (Modi-
fied from [120])
Table 5.1. Descriptive gait label definitions and training sentences used for validation of
gait styles. In the user studies conducted, out of these seven labels, three link On-a-wire
walker model used all except ‘Lope’ and the actuated compass walker model used all
except ‘Amble’ for their respective six gaits.
5.4.2 User Study Design
Just as a trained ballet dancer is able to distinguish more features of a ballet than a novice,
we knew that users freshly exposed to the gait styles would need some time to resolve
pattern in the movement. This is what the training period provided. First, users were given
a tutorial on the human analogy to the planar platform, as in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. Users
needed to pass a two question quiz (asking, for example, “How many ‘legs’ does the robot
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have?”) before advancing (via as many tries as it took). Then, users were shown each gait
and its corresponding label, along with a definition and example use of each label (provided
in Table 5.1). The details in Table 5.1 were also provided as a referral document, via an on
screen link, for the participants throughout the user study.
After training, the rest of the questions asked were about the gait animation labeling. For
each of the 6 gait animations, each participant was asked to rate its gait label on a scale of
1 to 7 (where 1 corresponded to the least accurate and 7 corresponded to the most accurate
label). The participants were also required to provide an explanation for their rating as a
typed description. Each gait animation was asked about on a separate page. The sequence
of these gait animations was randomized for each of the participants.
After questions about each animation, a human verification question was asked to en-
sure that the participants were reading through the questions carefully. Responses with
wrong answers to any of these questions were invalidated. Finally, there were 9 standard
demographic questions about the participant’s background.
5.4.3 Results from the Compass Walker
The study was implemented as a questionnaire in Qualtrics [121] containing a total of 29
questions. A total of 100 qualifying participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) [122]. The pool of user study participants was restricted to workers who had
previously completed at least 100 HITs with an approval rating of at least 90%. Only those
workers were recruited who were not part of the trial studies discussed in Section 5.4.1. The
participant pool for this user study comprised of 48 females and 52 males ranging between
the ages of 21 and 68. About 71% of the participants were native English speakers and
others were fluent in English too.
The results of the user study are given in Fig. 5.8. All the labels got an above average
score of over 4, indicating overall agreement with each label. This indicates that the frame-
work produced meaningful behaviors. The label “Saunter” received the highest of all. The
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Figure 5.8. Results of gait label validation for actuated compass walker model. The
average rating score from the user study for each gait label is plotted. Since all scores are
over the middle rating of 4, it shows that the participants, on average, agreed with the gait
labels. Green color means the participants have above neutral ratings in this region.
reason for this may be linked to the unique profile of the swing leg moving past the landing
position and coming back to it. The lowest score was received by “Skim”. This may be
because the small amplitude of swing leg motion is similar to that in “Shuffle” and “Drag”,
creating less distinction between these gaits.
Some participants had specific comments about the gaits as well. For example, for
“Stagger” one of the participants giving low rating commented, “you can’t sway sided to
side in 2d”. For Drag, “This just looked like it was in slow motion. It was difficult to say
why it was moving slow although dragging is one possibility...”, was one comment from a low
commenter. On the other hand, some commenters appreciated the features in the movement
that related to the gait labels. One commenter in favor of “Stagger” mentioned, “Though
the stride is short, the figure did seem like they were about to topple over.”, pointing out
the instability in the movement. Another comment justifying higher score to “Drag” was,
“It did have a slow tired pace and the feet never leave the ground as if they are too heavy
to lift”.
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5.4.4 Results from the Three-link Walker On-a-wire
A total of 100 qualifying participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
[122]. The pool of user study participants was restricted to workers who had previously
completed at least 100 HITs with an approval rating of at least 90%. The participant pool
for this user study comprised of 42 females and 58 males ranging between the ages of 21 and
71. About 75% of the participants were native English speakers and others were fluent in
English too.
The results of the user study are given in Fig. 5.9. While all the labels got an above
average score, “Drag” received the highest of all. The reason for that can be linked to its
unique profile as compared to others where the swing leg has a minimal lift contributing to
a slower seeming movement profile, although the gait cycle period was constant.
Some participants had specific comments about the gaits as well. For example, for
“Stagger” a couple of participants giving low rating commented, “.. too extreme for a
stagger” and “.. more like walking on a balance beam”. Similarly, for “Amble”, “steps
look too long for an amble” and “moving very lazy” were the comments from a couple of
participants. In light of these comments and the overall rating scores, it can be concluded
that these gaits are distinguishable from each other. Therefore, it can be concluded that our
framework is capable of generating expressive gaits.
5.4.5 Discussion
When comparing the results from actuated compass walker and three link on-a-wire walker
models, we find that the gait labels have different ratings for the same gait labels. For
example, the noticeable higher rating of “Drag” for the three link model in Fig. 5.9 as
compared to the actuated compass walker model in Fig. 5.8 may be because the top mass
was slower in movement as well further bolstering the label.
The average ratings above the neutral means that this framework is capable of generating
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Figure 5.9. Average rating score from user study for each gait label where 1 shows the
least accurate and 7 shows the most accurate label for the gait. Since all scores are in the
upper half region, it shows that the participants, on average, agreed with the gait labels.
Green color means the participants have above neutral ratings in this region.
gaits that people can relate to as human-like behaviors. From the point of view of designing
robots and their behaviors, this is valuable towards designing movements that people can
understand and communicate using them in their day-to-day interactions with the robots.
To the best knowledge of the author, there is no existing method that generates dynam-
ically feasible gait styles on bipedal robots. The reason for that being there are no exact
definitions for, lets say, “Stagger” on a stick figure manifestation of a human. Therefore,
even though the presented approach is not an exact implementation of these gait styles, it
is good enough that people have agreed to them.
5.5 Towards Bipedal Robots with Variable Gait
Behaviors
The goal of the presented work is to develop a framework of variable gait generation for
expressive bipedal robots. While it is important to make robots capable of accomplishing
challenging functional tasks, variable movements are just as necessary to have a desired effect
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on the viewers. Towards that goal, the gait design is done using model-based trajectory
optimization where we are able to define constraints on the movement of legs and the pelvis
(if available). These constraints are tied with the gait parameters, finite range of which, a
large set of possible gaits can be obtained.
In human-facing workspaces, robots need to adapt to different roles for social accept-
ability. To suit the movement plan according to a role, the generated gaits have to be
studied with respect to their corresponding environment for curating the desired affect in
the work environment. In that direction, the gaits labeled with descriptive labels can be
further analyzed for the affect they can impart. In addition, it may be worthwhile studying
how different stimuli, e.g. environment etc., may heighten or lessen the affect.
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Chapter 6
Perception of Walking in Different
Contexts1
As robots become a part of human’s day-to-day life, the way that humans perceive and
comprehend social interactions with machines is key to understanding how to integrate this
technology into domestic settings as seamlessly as possible. Presenting new technology in a
way that makes people feel comfortable can make a human more open to the change that
it can bring into their lives. The context in which new and potentially intimidating designs
are introduced may be a key part of the buy-in by humans.
In this chapter, we aim to create a consistent level of detail in the walker and the envi-
ronment. Building on the previous studies [7, 89] and using similar stylized gait generation
and affect labeling as Etemad and Arya [88], this research will study emotion and movement
profiles using both emotive and descriptive labels. It will be determined whether or not
these labels will break down in different contexts.
The motive of this study was to observe if user perception of movement changes when
contextual settings change. In our study, the movement is the gait style of the virtual
bipedal robot and the contextual settings are the five different background images. The
study also tries to ascertain if descriptive labels are a better identifier of the generated gaits
than emotive labels. The results presented in this chapter have resulted in a peer-reviewed
publication [10].
1The work discussed here was a collaborative effort with Jacey Lambert and Wali Rizvi. Jacey took the
lead in preparation of background images for gaits and the resulting videos. Wali designed and conducted
the user studies. The author generated the animations and conducted the analysis on the resulting data.
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6.1 Walker Aesthetic Design and Environmental
Context Selection
Figure 6.1. Motion shots of the chosen gaits in Fig. 5.4 for the user study along with their
respective gait parameters. The same set of gaits has been labeled with emotive and
descriptive labels.
The gait solutions from MATLAB were animated first with a stick figure model. To
enhance the details in the animation, these animations were recreated in Python using
Pygame package [123] by using the joint angle data of the generated gait from MATLAB.
The stick figures were replaced with images of metal links, obtained from the same artist who
designed the environments – described in the next section, with color difference marking the
rear and front leg. To match the timing of a walking step in this animation to the generated
solution in MATLAB, data had to be down sampled by a ratio of 10:1. The generated gaits
in MATLAB and the cartoon-like recreation in Python along with the corresponding gait
parameters are given in Fig. 6.1.
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In analyzing the expanse of human affect for the simulated gaits, the array of visual
stimuli used to incite emotions must be varied and encompassing. Keeping this in mind, it
was decided to use tools in human psychology to produce background images that would
incite emotions. One particular example is the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance model [124]
whereby human reaction to various stimuli can be categorized into three domains. The
first, valance, refers to a subjective positive or negative feeling that occurs when humans
are exposed to a specific stimulus, while arousal, the second, is an individuals feeling of
excitement or boredom. Dominance, or the third domain, compares a humans feelings of
control when exposed to stimulus. This study focuses on the first two domains, valence
and arousal, which can be mapped on a two-dimensional Circumplex Model using subject
ratings [84]. From literature, in [125] and [126], images were given affect ratings through
user studies, and mapped on the Circumplex Model.
This work aims to include a variety of valence and arousal ratings across the Circumplex
Model by designing background images for the animated biped gaits with distinct affective
associations. Thus, a sampling of affects across this model were used: Tired (low valence,
low arousal); Calm (high valence, low arousal); Sad (low valence, high arousal); Happy (high
valence, high arousal); and a plain white background.
Using an online marketplace for freelance art services, fiverrTM, a graphic artist was hired
to create cartoon background images (as well as the design of the robotic walker aesthetic)
using OASIS [126] images in these regions of the Circumplex Model as a guide. An artist
with a style of work that fit the level of realism of the simple compass walker was selected.
This artist (fiverrTMID: wild creations) produced the images shown in Fig. 6.2 to use as
background environments to the bipedal gait for the user study.
The five gaits and five backgrounds result in the creation of twenty-five videos that
were created using iMovie software. Each gait was generated on a green screen, and the
background images were superimposed into the video, replacing the green screen and the
resulting videos are shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. The illustrated backgrounds above were chosen to be placed behind the five
gaits in Fig. 6.1. From the top left the labels are Tired, Calm, Sad, and Happy. The
bottom images show snapshots of the resultant videos, from left, Tired, Calm, Neutral,
Sad, and Happy.
6.2 Gait Labeling
A set of gaits is chosen and assigned two types of gait labels. Descriptive labels correspond
to the movement profiles of the biped and emotive labels correspond to the affect projected
by these gaits on the viewers. The descriptive labels have been identified from our previous
work in [7] with the addition of another gait labeled as ‘Walk’.
The emotive labels Tired, Happy, Sad, Neutral and Calm were decided by identifying
leg movements that resembled walking under these emotions. The chosen labels along with
their respective gaits are provided in Fig. 6.1. For example, Tired was chosen for Drag
because it showed slow forward progression and Happy was assigned to Saunter because
a quick movement at the end suggested joyfulness. Sad was chosen for Shuffle because it
showed a slight forward bend while taking small steps. Similarly, Neutral was given to Skim
because of absence of any unusual feature in the movement profile and, lastly, Calm was
assigned to Walk because it showed reasonable step length without any hitches.
6.3 Experimental Design
A duo of online user studies were used to test how highly human viewers would rate the
suggested descriptive and emotive labels for each gait. In Study 1, the effectiveness of emotive
and descriptive labels was studied when participants were only exposed to gait animations
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played on a white background. For this purpose, Group 1 of participants were shown either
five gait videos with emotive labels or five gait videos with descriptive labels. In Study 2,
the influence of variable backgrounds in user perception of said gaits was of interest. For
this purpose, the twenty five gait videos, described at the end of last section, were equally
distributed in five blocks. Each block contained every background and gait appearing once,
ensuring that each participant did not look at the same gait or background twice.
Regardless of which set of labels each group saw, their task was the same. The survey
required the participants to watch five videos in succession, after which they were asked to
rate the assigned label of the gait in the video on a 1-7 rating scale. Following the rating
question, a free response text field is provided to have them explain their choice. For allowing
familiarity with the gait labels, participants were also provided the definition and a training
sentence of each label prior to the rating question, which are showed in Table 6.1 and Table
6.2 for emotive and descriptive labels, respectively. Table 6.1 was provided only in Study 1.
A total of 178 participants (about 20 for each block) constituted Group 1, while 94
participants comprised Group 2. They were recruited from Amazons Mechanical Turk to
complete the study and compensated for their time using the typical rate for that platform
($1 per participant). At the end of the survey, participants answered a series of demographic
questions, which included questions about their dance background, age, gender, education,
location, and language. Group 1 (108 males, 68 females, and 2 non-binary) was mostly
English-speaking people aged 25-34 with Bachelor‘s degrees located in either the US or
India. Group 2 (53 males, and 41 females) were all English speaking people that were
mostly 25-34 with Bachelor‘s degrees located in either US or UK. It was made sure that
none of the participants were part of both user studies.
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Tired in need of sleep or rest; weary. Fisher rubbed his tired eyes [115]
Happy feeling or showing pleasure or content-
ment.
Melissa came in looking happy and excited
[115]
Sad feeling or showing sorrow; unhappy. I was sad and subdued [115]
Neutral having no strongly marked or positive
characteristics or features.
he tone was neutral, devoid of sentiment [115]
Calm not showing or feeling nervousness,
anger, or other strong emotions.
she had to keep calm at all costs [115]




Drag To trail, to hang with its weight, while
moving or being moved; to move with
friction on the ground or surface.
I have to drag myself out of bed each day.
[115]
Saunter Walk leisurely and with no apparent
aim.
In June, some flights were delayed at
Kennedy when about 100 turtles, seeking a
place to lay their eggs, sauntered across a
runway. [117]
Shuffle Walk by dragging ones feet along or
without lifting them fully from the
ground.
I stepped into my skis and shuffled to the
edge of the steep slope. [118]
Skim To move, glide, fly or float, lightly and
rapidly over or along (the ground, etc.)
The swallows skimmed along the surface of
water. (Modified from [119])
Walk Move at a regular pace by lifting and
setting down each foot in turn, never
having both feet off the ground at once.
She turned and walked a few paces. [115]
6.4 Results and Discussion
The results include both quantitative and qualitative data. While the ratings provide obser-
vations, the qualitative data, wherever possible, provide the explanation for the user choices.
The user studies given here are not as conclusive as the ones described in Sec. 5.4 because
the participant pool is comparatively small in this study. For a statistically significant find-
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ings on comparison between emotive and descriptive labels, we need to perform tests from
inferential statistics like ANOVA test. However, the results in these studies still provide
some insights about the difference in choice of these gait labels.
Results from Study 1 show that both label sets perform equally well when there is no
background variability as shown in Fig. 6.3, indicating that other reasonable label sets can
apply to these gaits as well. This result can be attributed to the way the survey is laid out.
It contains a simple rating task on a label that we suggest.
Figure 6.3. Average emotive and descriptive labels for Study 1. In this study, the
participants were subjected to rating questions with white background only. As seen
above, both set of labels received above neutral (4) ratings for the given gaits.
The quantitative results of the Study 2 are summarized in Fig. 6.4, which shows the
average rating of each gait grouped by background. Overall, the average rating for the gait
labels crossed the halfway mark (i.e. 4) in the 1-7 scale. The average rating for emotive
labels was slightly higher (5.1) than for descriptive labels (4.9). This could be because the
descriptive labels were not as familiar to the participants as the emotive labels – or perhaps
more apt choices by the researchers for the emotive terms.
The Skim descriptive label had the lowest ratings compared to the other descriptive labels
in each background. Group 1 participants overwhelmingly described the movement as being
“slow”. The gait did not seem to have the gliding motion that the users expected after
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Figure 6.4. Top: Average ratings received by the descriptive labels on five backgrounds
given in Fig. 6.2 in Study 2. The gait label Skim was considered least accurate across all
the backgrounds. Bottom: Average ratings received by the emotive labels on five
backgrounds (four images in Fig. 6.2 and a white background). With the exception of sad
background, the gait label Tired was consistently chosen as an accurate label for its gait.
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reading the definition of the label. Comparatively, the analogous emotive label, Neutral,
had consistent near average ratings across each environment. The Participants regularly
mentioned the “slow and even pace” of the gait.
On the other hand, Tired emotive label received consistently high scores across all back-
grounds. Majority of Group 1 participants who gave useful explanations of their choices
identified “short steps”, “dragging” of the feet and “slow” movement as attributes that de-
fine Tired. The corresponding descriptive label Drag did not perform as well. Generally, it
seems as if the participants found it easier to mold the emotive labels as they thought fit
while the descriptive label provided them rigid definitions that made them judge the purity
of the gait itself.
The variability of the background had an influence over the emotive label ratings of
Happy. Although the average rating for each background was lower than that of the neutral
background, negative valence backgrounds of Sad and Tired scored less than the positive
valence backgrounds of Calm and Happy. A participant who watched the Happy gait overlaid
over the Sad background mentioned the “dark and gloomy” environment. Others saw the
gait as being “sluggish” and “slow”. Similar comments were made for the Tired background.
However, a participant who saw it over the Happy background mentioned “walking through
a field of flowers” as a reason for their high rating.
There is some evidence that the backgrounds had the opposite effect than what was
intended suggesting that the backgrounds are not effective at heightening or matching the
intended gait emotive styles. Fig. 6.5a is a summary of the average rating of each video
with an emotive gait label. The red-colored cells highlight the average ratings for the same
gait label in different backgrounds that are lower than the neutral background while the
green-colored cells show average ratings of backgrounds which are higher than the neutral
background of the same gait. Assuming that the neutral background acts as a baseline
for comparison, it was expected that the emotive label ratings of videos with similar affect




Figure 6.5. Average ratings received for emotive and descriptive labels in all the
background images in Study 2. Considering the rating on Neutral background as a
baseline, if ratings on the backgrounds are equal or greater than Neutral ratings, they are
colored green, but red otherwise. It can be seen that more gaits with emotive labels
received lower ratings as compared to Neutral which hints at the robustness of descriptive
labels across the backgrounds.
Similarly, the ratings for opposite labels should have been lesser than the ones for the neutral
background. Sad and Calm gaits did not show this behavior as they did well on Happy and
Tired backgrounds. There can be two possible explanations for this discrepancy. Either the
backgrounds were not evoking the intended emotion or the compass walker was overpowering
the influence of the background.
When comparing Fig. 6.5a and Fig. 6.5b, we have more descriptive labels having equal
or better ratings to Neutral rating across the backgrounds (indicated by green-colored cells).
This means that the descriptive labels may have been more robust identifiers to background
images. Such a conclusion would be consistent with practice in movement theory. For
example, the Laban/Bartenieff Movement System does not use emotive terminology in its
established taxonomy for describing movement although it was developed inside the context
of dance, where expression in movement is a key goal [60]. Another observation we can
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Figure 6.6. Commonly given ratings for each gait on the respective backgrounds in Study
2. It is observed that emotive labels more frequently received higher (or equal) rating than
the descriptive labels.
make is that the choice of gait labels is in favor of emotive labels rather than descriptive
labels. This is evident from looking at Fig. 6.6, where we find that more people have rated
emotive labels higher than the descriptive labels. This might be because the verbs selected
as emotive labels are more familiar and commonplace for the participant pool as compared
to the descriptive labels.
6.5 Towards Socially Acceptable Behaviors in
Expressive Robots
The work in this chapter analyzed how a users perception of movement in a simple two
degree-of-freedom mechanism changes through the use of varying environments via more
emotive or descriptive labels. The results of our analysis suggest that lay end-users prefer to
make judgments about motion behavior in an emotive space but that descriptive labels may
be more stable identifiers across various contexts for robot designers. These results highlight
the emotional connection that humans make with motion and the role the context plays in
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helping to create this experience.
One conclusion based on the above observations indicates that classification of gaits (or
for that matter, any other movements) using emotive labels may not stand ground in varying
scenarios. For example, the “Tired” gait in a dark street may be perceived as “Calm” in a
park. Therefore, for robots to have meaningful social interaction with humans, movement
classification and labeling has to be invulnerable to differences in the backgrounds and
contexts.
Humans have a rich vocabulary of expressions and interaction with other human beings
because they have a huge set of ‘alphabets’ to choose from: movement styles, and emotional
and contextual details. For example, an eyebrow flash may be used to flirt, to agree, express
disapproval or disbelief, or to send a silent greeting [127]. In a similar way, if the robots
are desired to become ubiquitous and collaborative around humans [128], robots have to
be trained to execute (and also) interpret movements according to different situational and
environmental contexts. For example, a humanoid service robot may not be welcome walking
like Terminator in an afternoon party just as a firefighting robot wouldn’t be if it were moving
like Roomba in an emergency. Towards the goal of realizing such a robot, next we look at
the hardware design of a bipedal robot that can execute variable gait styles.
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Chapter 7
Hardware Design Development and
Results1
In the previous chapters, successive implementations of the ideas from embodied movement
analysis have been used to generate redundant movement plans in robots, exercise human
movement imitation in platforms and then stylistic walking behaviors in simulated bipedal
robot models. As a next step from the simulated stylistic walking results, some progress has
been made in the direction of hardware design of bipedal robot structures.
In this respect, the proposed platform design from Sec. 4.1 has been pursued with the
help of our collaborators at the University of Tulsa. From the initial design, a comparison
of the forces between the hardware platform and the three-link walker simulations has been
made as well to comment on the feasibility of the hardware design. The results from this
chapter have resulted in a peer-reviewed publication [8].
7.1 Development of the Ball-tray Mechanism
The proposed design in Sec. 4.1 is used to generate a shift in the center of mass of the bipedal
robot. For this purpose, a DC motor tilts the tray about the out-of-plane axis, rolling the
ball in the channel, producing motions analogous to both the Thigh Lift and the Forward
Pelvic Shift.
As the ball traverses the curvilinear path, the reaction forces that maintain the path of
the ball will be transmitted to the walker, modulating the gait. Furthermore, the collision
1The work presented here was a collaborative effort with Caleb Fuller and Prof. Joshua Schultz. Caleb
and Prof. Schultz took the lead in hardware implementation of the tray mechanism and the experimental
setup used for recording and analyzing reaction forces.
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with the ends of the tray impose impulsive forces which could be transmitted to the walker,
either reinforcing or arresting the current step. Finally, it is envisioned that the dynamics
of the step and the collisions of heel-strike could back-drive the ball to a greater or lesser
degree by actively varying the tray tilt by a control system.
By changing the shape of the tray and tray tilt, the gait can be modified. The change of
shape of the tray is analogous to the parameter PS from the feasibility problem defined in
Sec. 5.3 and the tray tilt is analogous to the parameter TL from the feasibility problem. We
examine the reaction forces produced by the ball-tray system and show that it is capable of
producing force profiles of comparable timing and range as in the simulated model of Sec.
5.2.
In the simulation of the planar biped model, a heavy mass moves back and forth at
velocities on the order of 2x the stride frequency, with the mass heavy enough to affect
the dynamics. Tilting a tray, however, and allowing the ball to roll can be accomplished
with an actuator of comparatively modest size, and the impact at the ends of the tray and
navigating tight curves can still produce appreciable reaction forces. The ball-tray dynamics
are then functions of the shape of the tray, as well as the ball rotation, position in the tray,
and tray angle. A prototype ball-tray system is placed on top of an experimental frame for
characterization.
7.1.1 Experiment Description
The tray has been constructed from carbon fiber composite formed around a foam negative
mold, which is itself constructed from a Fused Filament 3-D printed positive. This process
allows trays to be constructed quickly with many shapes. The high strength-to-weight ratio
of the carbon fiber composite renders the tray light compared to the ball, improving the
analogy to the planar model. Two trays were tested, both V-shaped with a 12.7cm radius
circular bend between the arms of the “V”. One tray had a 10.16cm straight section, allowing
the ball to gather speed along the section before impact, and the other without that straight
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section, impacting nearly immediately after the reaction forces are imposed due to the ball
changing direction at the nadir of the “V”.
The experimental design includes the tray mounted upon a rotating axis that allows
rotational movement (tray tilt, φ) along the normal to the sagittal plane. This rotation is
driven by a brushless DC motor. A miniature (candlepin) bowling ball, with a 4.5in diameter
that weighs 1.081kg is used in the tray. The tray rails are lined with a neoprene tape that
allows the ball to roll smoothly, reducing slippage. This is mounted upon a stand that is
secured through an Axia 80 force sensor, capturing shear forces, as well as normal forces and
torques on the plate, see Fig. 7.1. Resultant force profiles are measured when a periodic
input to the motor rotating the tray about the pitch axis causes the ball to roll from one
end of the tray to the other.
7.1.2 Design Considerations
Features of the tray create several effects that cause the measured forces to differ from that
produced by the simulated planar model. Imperfections in fabrication that have most impact
are those of the rails along which the ball rolls. If the fabrication process left gaps or ridges
where the rail profile alters from the smooth curve designed, then we see modest disturbances
in the data, which in turn could produce disturbances in the torques and forces, contrary to
the desired trajectory. Another cause of discrepancy from the modeled biped are the natural
vibrational modes of the tray excited by the rolling of the ball. These vibrations translated
to the biped could cause concern if they interfere with the cyclic motion of the walking gait.
The stark impacts of the ball at the two ends of the tray represent a problem of the
conservation of linear and angular momentum. Looking at the shape of the tray we see that
the linear momentum vector has components along the X and Y directions, thus momentum
of the ball is translated through the tray and the mounting structure to the biped. However,
in the planar biped model only smooth shifting of the mass along the X axis is considered.




Figure 7.1. Prototype of ball-tray mechanism: (a) Top view of the two designs for the
mass-less tray constructed from carbon-fiber. The first design has two straight sections
combined with the 120o curve. The second design dispenses with the straight sections and
has just the 120o curve. (b) The tray is tilted by the motor, rolling the ball.
of the tray, or if properly exploited, it could be advantageous to a particular gait style.
7.2 Comparative Analysis of the Hardware Design
and the Simulation
To compare the effect of changing tray design on the force profile and draw comparison with
the simulated gait profiles, the reaction forces in the platform and the force applied on the
pelvis mass in the simulation have been compared. The resulting reaction force component
along the X-axis (that is, the sagittal dimension, perpendicular to the rotation axis), was
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analyzed in the interval when the ball moves from one end of the tray to the other. According
to the envisioned design of this mechanism within a bipedal walker, this is the time taken
by a single step of the biped, driven by the rolling ball. To analyze these force profiles,
simulated gaits for the same duration are obtained by solving Eq. 5.1 and the applied force
on the core mass required for these gaits is compared with these force profiles in Fig. 7.3.
To compare the force output from the hardware platforms with the simulated gaits, the
mass Mt of the three-link on-a-wire walker in Fig. 7.2 has been matched with the ball
used in the experiment. The simulated gaits are given in Fig. 7.2 and their corresponding
force profiles on Mt are in Fig. 7.3a. The time taken by both simulations is matched
with the duration of the ball movement. One immediate feature that stands out in Fig.
7.3a is the presence of cusps as compared to rather smooth profile in Fig. 7.3b. This non-
smooth behavior can be improved through techniques like mesh refinement in the collocation,
introducing a smoothing term in the objective function or formulating the original problem
as a multi-phase problem [129].
Figure 7.2. Two of the gaits chosen for comparison of forces on Mt in simulated gaits and
the hardware experiment. In these chosen gaits, the step times of Gait 1 and Gait 2 match
the time durations of the ball movement in Tray 1, and Tray 2, respectively. Moreover, the
mass Mt is also matched with the mass of the ball i.e. 1.089kg.
From the plots in Fig. 7.3, it can be observed that the forces for the two hardware
trays and the two simulated gaits stay inside an envelope of −10N to 20N and is within the
same order of magnitude. The force driving the pelvis in the planar simulation is only partly




Figure 7.3. Simulated forces on the core mass for highlighted gaits in Fig. 5.6 and the
measured force profiles along the sagittal direction for the tray designs in Fig. 7.1a. The
time duration of Gait 1 and Gait 2 match the time taken by the ball in moving across Tray
1 and Tray 2, 1.78sec and 2.15sec respectively, which have been normalized to one stride
cycle for joint plotting here. Furthermore, the magnitude of the forces remains comparable
and in the range [-10N, 20N].
but the comparable magnitudes point out that the hardware system has the capability to
generate the kind of forces needed to drive a bipedal walker that is, let’s assume, 2.2kg of
weight.
Moreover, the shapes of waveforms in Fig. 7.3a and Fig. 7.3b mark the two ends with
peaks with a shallower part in the middle. This indicates similarity in the profile of motion
between simulated pelvis movement and the net effect of the movement of the ball within
the tray.
The differences in the waveforms can be ascribed to a number of reasons, especially the
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distinct constraints and dynamic conditions on the movement of the simulated mass to the
ball in hardware. For example, as the ball impacts the ends and the middle of the tray,
spikes are observed in the force profile.
7.3 Towards a Hardware Bipedal Robot Design
Implementing Variable Gait Styles
This work builds up on the initial robot design in Ch. 4, where we learned from the Basic
Six that in human walking, Lateral Pelvic Shift and Forward Pelvic Shift play a key role.
In this chapter, we have presented a mechanism that generates shift in the center of mass
along sagittal and lateral directions. The mechanism allowing this mass shift accommodates
different movement profiles for this mass shift by allowing different curved paths for the
rolling ball. Refining sections of the tray can vary features like impact of the ball at the
terminal ends and the middle bend of the tray.
A hardware bipedal robot with this mechanism on top will experience corresponding
weight shifts and given a control algorithm keeps the robot from falling, different gait styles
can be executed. These, as a result, affect the forces imparted to the robot, and can possibly
result in gaits ranging from “pacing” to “strolling”. With such a hardware design, different
gait styles will thus be executed by installing various tray designs.
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Chapter 8
Towards Socially Relevant Bipedal
Robot Development
This dissertation covers the development of bipedal robots capable of generating differen-
tiable gait behaviors that are distinguishable by human viewers. Building upon the current
work, a predictive model for participants‘ rating of gaits in unforeseen environments can be
developed. Using this model, walking behaviors that can execute a desired affect in a given
scenario can be determined. This way, gaits for the bipedal robots can be curated so that
they are acceptable to the onlookers, and can pass socially relevant cues.
Representation of Gaits as Vector Spaces and Database of Gaits
In the gait generation and validation for different biped models we have generated a set of
gaits from another set of gait parameters ingrained in the optimization-based formulation of
gait generation. In this dissertation, these generated gaits have been studied in a more ad
hoc manner such that the gaits are hand picked and analyzed. However, there can be more
systematic tools to handle that and have more insight about the generated gaits. Since
the trajectories dt used for mass Mt in the three link model (as given in Fig. 5.5) takes
oscillatory shapes, parameterization in terms of Fourier series coefficients can be one such
way to achieve this.







bi sin(t) + a0
Then, a systematic database of gaits can be generated defined by a range of (2m + 1)
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order parameters.
g = [a0, a1, a2, . . . , am, b1, b2, . . . , bm]
For these 2m + 1 coefficients, a grid of points can be generated between minimum and
maximum values for each parameter. Once the grid is generated, the gait generation routine
can be executed on different sub-regions of the parameters to find feasible gaits. A gait
library built this way can be a parameterized movement output of our bipedal robot system.
Such a database can be helpful in analyzing the space of gaits to identify ones that are
relatable from human experience and can be labeled for use in different scenarios.
Hardware Development of Bipedal Robots with Stylistic Walking
For the hardware development of a bipedal robot capable of demonstrating stylistic walking,
two directions of work are under way under the lead of our collaborators at the University
of Tulsa. In first, a passive walker is being developed which will be appended with the
mechanism. Later on, actuated designs augmented with the tray actuators (proposed in Ch.
7) will be explored for broader gait variations. In the second direction, work is under way in
tracking the position of the ball in the tray design to improve the correspondence between
the simulated gaits and the hardware responses. Moreover, modifications to the tray design
are being introduced to attempt to match the force profile to selected simulated gait results.
For example, introducing elevation in the extended part of the tray, which can dampen the
impact at the ends and in the middle of the tray, is expected to result in smoother profile
with peaks that are less sharp.
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Appendix A
Bipedal Robot Modeling Matrices
The following modeling details have been derived using the sample examples provided in
[102].
Output Functions for Feedback Linearization in Ch. 4 The output function given
in Equation 4.8 is as follows:
ys =

dt − hdt (s, αt)
qst + qsw − hdst(qsw, αst)
qsw − qdsw
 (A.1)




st)(qst−qdst)(qst+qdst)), with αst =
[
a1 a2 a3 a4
]T
=[
−2.27 3.26 3.11 1.89
]T
, qdst is π/8, h
d
t (s, αt) is a Bézier polynomial with parameters[
0.25 0.1 0 0.1 0.25
]T
with s representing the normalized qst so that its value stays
within interval [0, 1].
Compass Walker The modeling matrices of Eq. 4.1 are as follows:
Ds =








where c12 = cos(qst − qsw) and
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−Mtrq̇st sin(qst) 0 0
 , (A.13)
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where s12 = sin(qst − qsw)) and
Gs =

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Figure B.1. IRB Approval for the user studies in Chapters 5 and 6.
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CONSENT DOCUMENT FOR ENROLLING PARTICIPANTS IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
University of Illinois--Urbana-Champaign 
Robotics, Automation, and Dance (RAD) Lab 
Core-located Variable System Dynamics for Expressive Walking 
Investigators: Amy LaViers, Ph.D., and Umer Huzaifa. 
 




The purpose of this study is to validate the generation of different gaits on a planar robot model 
using our control method. The results of this study will be used to develop models that can 
potentially give different gaits in three-dimensional hardware robots. If interested, participants will 








If you decide to be in the study, your part will involve a single session that will last around 5 
minutes. You will be shown a set of animations with pre-assigned gait labels and you will be asked 
to rate these labels on a scale. After each question, you will be asked to explain your choice as 
well. In addition, there will be a few questions asked to make sure that you are a human and 
reading through the questions carefully. In the end, the questionnaire will have a set of 
demographic questions. These questions are only used for statistical purposes and will not 
compromise the anonymity of the participant. Apart from the demographic questions, there will 
be 20 questions in total. 
 
Risks or Discomforts: 
 
The risks involved are no greater than those involved in daily activities, such as watching a live 
show or playing a video game for 10-15 minutes and filling out a questionnaire. Participants can 




You are not likely to benefit in any way from joining this study. We hope that what we learn will help 
roboticists develop robots that people can relate better to. 
 
Compensation to You:  
 




The data recorded in this study will not be tied to your personal information in any manner to keep 
your personal information confidential in this study. The data collected by the user interface will be 
linked to the questionnaire by a unique identification number, but not to any of your personal 
information, such as this consent form. 
Figure B.2. Consent form for user study on modified compass walker model from Ch. 5.
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CONSENT DOCUMENT FOR ENROLLING PARTICIPANTS IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
University of Illinois--Urbana-Champaign 
Robotics, Automation, and Dance (RAD) Lab 
Investigators: Amy LaViers, Ph.D., Umer Huzaifa 
 
You are being asked to be a volunteer in a research study. 
 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the change in user perception of movement profiles. 
 
Exclusion/Inclusion Criteria: 
Only those persons who are 18 years of age or older are eligible to participate. 
 
Procedures: 
If you decide to be in the study, your part will involve a single session that will last around 5 
minutes. The questionnaire will ask you a set of demographic questions in the end. These 
questions are only used for statistical purposes and will not compromise the anonymity of 
the participant. You will be first shown five videos, each one of a different gait as 
examples. You will then be asked to rate the gait on the given label. 
 
Risks or Discomforts: 
The risks involved are no greater than those involved in daily activities, such as watching a 
live show or playing a video game for 5 minutes and filling out a questionnaire. Participants 
can quit at any time they want during the study. 
 
Benefits: 
You are not likely to benefit in any way from joining this study. We hope that what we learn 
will help roboticists develop robots that people can relate better. 
 
Compensation to You:  
You will receive $1.00 for completing this survey. 
 
Confidentiality: 
The data recorded in this study will not be tied to your personal information in any manner 
to keep your personal information confidential in this study. The data collected by the user 
interface will be linked to the questionnaire by a unique identification number, but not to 
any of your personal information, such as this consent form. 
 
Will my study-related information be kept confidential? 
Yes, but not always. In general, we will not tell anyone any information about you. When 
this research is discussed or published, no one will know that you were in the study. 
However, laws and university rules might require us to tell certain people about you. For 
example, your records from this research may be seen or copied by the following people 
or groups: 
• Representatives of the university committee and office that reviews and approves research 
studies, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Office for Protection of Research Subjects 
Figure B.3. Consent form for the user study on three link on-a-wire walker model in Ch. 5.
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CONSENT DOCUMENT FOR ENROLLING PARTICIPANTS IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
University of Illinois--Urbana-Champaign 
Robotics, Automation, and Dance (RAD) Lab 
Affect Perception of Gait Styles for Different Environments in a Planar Biped 
Model  
Investigators: Amy LaViers, Ph.D., and Umer Huzaifa. 
 
You are being asked to be a volunteer in a research study.  
Purpose: 
 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how different walking styles on white backgrounds are 
perceived. The results of this study will be used in conjunction with additional study results to 
investigate the relationship between environmental contexts, stylized walking animations and 









If you decide to be in the study, your part will involve a single session that will last around 20 
minutes. You will be provided a link that takes you to a questionnaire. The questionnaire will 
first ask you a set of demographics questions. These questions are only used for statistical 
purposes and will not compromise the anonymity of the participant. You will be asked to rate 
the walking animations on white backgrounds using semantic differential scales. Semantic 
differential scales associate words with the extremes and the center of a numerical rating 
scale. For example, you could be asked to rate a video on a scale of -4 to 4 where -4 is Angry, 
4 is Gleeful, and 0 is Neutral. Not including the demographics questions, the questionnaire 
consists of 91 questions. 
 
Risks or Discomforts: 
 
The risks involved are no greater than those involved in daily activities, such as watching a live 
show or playing a video game for 40 minutes and filling out a questionnaire. Participants can 




You are not likely to benefit in any way from joining this study. We hope that what we learn will 
help roboticists develop robots that people can relate better to. 
 
Compensation to You:  
 




Figure B.4. Consent form for the user studies 1 & 2 on modified compass walker model on
varied backgrounds in Ch. 6.
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Appendix C
Using the Code for Generating Gaits
There are at least three different animation codes written for each of the planar biped models.
As mentioned in the models, the mass is assumed to be centered at the center of mass of
each link rather than being distributed throughout. Drawing the whole system at all the
time instants can definitely take more time. The animation is created by capturing the
frame at the frequency of Fs which means that for a stride time of 1sec, there are drawn Fs
frames. Corresponding to each of the Fs time samples, a state value is found using linear
interpolation. Other possibility would have been to find Fs state values between t0 (initial
time) and tf (final time) which might have irregular intervals between each sample and might
have missed the end points to match the regular interval condition. This strategy is used in
the supplementary MATLAB code provided with [102] and also [130].
Following are the code repositories related to the expressive walker:
2LinkStylGaitGen: Available at: https://gitlab.com/mhuzaif2/2LinkStylGaitGen
• Requires MATLAB (7.4 or above)
• Run GUI_interface.m to open the user interface. Modify the gait parameters TL, and
cost as given and hit play to find if a feasible gait exists.
• If a solution exists, a stick figure animation is played in the Animation tab and plots of
state vectors, input torques, and ground reaction forces on the stance leg are displayed
in the Results tab.
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3LinkStylGaitGen: Available at: https://gitlab.com/mhuzaif2/3LinkStylGaitGen
• Requires MATLAB (7.4 or above)
• Open optim_dcol.m and modify the gait parameters TL, and PS, and hit play to find
if a feasible gait exists.
• If a gait exists, the code runs a stick figure animation, and plots state vectors, input
torques, and ground reaction forces on the stance leg.
anim_pygame: Available at: https://gitlab.com/mhuzaif2/anim_pygame
• Requires Python 3, Pygame and pygame_functions (www.github.com/stevepaget/
pygame_functions) package.
• Load data file from a feasible gait trajectory in the directory of the corresponding
walker model (ThreeLink or TwoLink).
• Run anim_2link.py or anim_3link.py after editing the data file name inside the
data_read module.
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MATLAB Code for Finding Feasible Gaits in Actuated
Compass Walker Model:











% (Note: Number of samples (sT * Fs) should be the same (let ’s
say 20) for
% comparing multiple gaits with each other)
gait_param.sT = 1; gait_param.Fs = 20; gait_param.nstep = 5;
gait_param.cost = ’qsw’; gait_param.gait_name = ’Walk’; % pick
between ’const ’ or ’minE ’
otherwise
end











param.mu = .6; % Friction Co-efficient
param.knobs = gait_param;
% Set up function handles %
problem.func.dynamics = @(t, x, u)( dynamics(x,u) );
problem.func.pathObj = @(t, x, u)( costFun_GUI(t,x,u, param) );
problem.func.bndCst = @(t0 , x0 , tF , xF)( periodicGait_GUI(x0 ,xF ,param) )
;
problem.func.pathCst = @(t, x, u)( pathConstraint_GUI(t, x, u, param) );






qLow = (-pi/2)*ones (2,1);
qUpp = -qLow;
dqLow = -5 * ones (2,1); %
dqUpp = -dqLow;
problem.bounds.state.low = [qLow; dqLow];
problem.bounds.state.upp = [qUpp; dqUpp];
problem.bounds.initialstate.low = [qLow; dqLow];
problem.bounds.initialstate.upp = [qUpp; dqUpp];
problem.bounds.finalstate.low = [qLow; dqLow];
problem.bounds.finalstate.upp = [qUpp; dqUpp];
uMax = 100; %Nm
problem.bounds.control.low = -uMax*ones (1,1);
problem.bounds.control.upp = uMax*ones (1,1);
% Problem Setup %
% For now , just assume a linear trajectory between boundary values
problem.guess.time = [0, param.stepTime ];
q0 = [ -0.16721 0.34482 ]’;
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qF = [0.34482 -0.16721] ’; %Flip stance -swing
dq0 = [ 1.4491 0.5288 ]’;
dqF = [1.6595 -3.2482 ]’;
problem.guess.state = [ q0 , qF; dq0 , dqF ];
problem.guess.control = zeros (1,2); % Start with passive trajectory
problem.options.method = ’gpops’; % Other options include {’trapezoid ’,
...
% ’hermiteSimpson ’, ’chebyshev ’, ’
rungeKutta ’}
problem.options.defaultAccuracy = ’medium ’;
% Solve! %




% Transcription Grid points:
t = soln(end).grid.time;
q = soln(end).grid.state (1:2 ,:);
dq = soln(end).grid.state (3:4 ,:);
u = soln(end).grid.control;
x = [q;dq];
[Fx_final , Fy_final] = contactForces(t,x,u,param);
disp(’Minimum value of Normal GRF on Swing Foot is: \n’)
min(Fy_final)
if (soln.info.gpops.result.nlpinfo == 0) &...
(all(Fy_final >0) &...
soln.info.gpops.result.maxerror < 1e-3)
% Analyze the Solution
%
xF = [q(:,end); dq(:,end)];
swingFoot_pos(xF(1:2) ,param)
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x0_model = transition_two_link(xF ’);
disp(’Errors between first initial position and next is: ’)
% periodicity constraint check -- solutions are not good if these
values
% are not small
ceqPos = x0_model (1:2) - q(:,1)’
ceqVel = x0_model (3:4) - dq(:,1)’
F = [Fx_final Fy_final ];
save(’data.mat’,’x’,’t’,’u’,’F’,’param’) % save data for animation
if ~nargin ==0
plot_data_2link(t, q, dq, u, F, handles);
else
plot_data_2link(t, q, dq, u, F)
end
if nargin ==0
pos = [245.2857 2.9333 115.7143 44.9333];
figure(’Color’,’White’,’Units’,’characters ’,’Position ’,pos);
subplot (211)
animate ({’ColorScheme ’,2}, gait_param.Fs , gait_param.nstep)
subplot (212)




animate ({’ColorScheme ’,2}, gait_param.Fs , gait_param.nstep)
axes(handles.axes21)
motion_shots_2link ({’ColorScheme ’,2}, gait_param.Fs)
end
else




Simulation Code for Running the Obtained Gait in Actuated
Compass Walker Model:
function animate(options , Fstep , nstep)
% Fstep -- Sampling rate per step






options ={’ColorScheme ’,2,’Disp’ ,1}; % Both legs in grey color ,












[vV ,vH] = hip_vel(x’); % convert angles to horizontal position of
hips
v = [vH vV];
pH_horiz = zeros(n,1);
pH = zeros(n,2);





pH_horiz = pH(:,1); % Take out the horizontal component of the hip
position
[te ,pH_horiz] = even_sample(t’,pH_horiz ,Fs);
[te ,xe] = even_sample(t’,x’,Fs);
[n,m] = size(xe);
% Deciding the starting position for the feet and the hip
offset = [0;0];
q = x(1:2 ,1);
[pFoot1 ,pFoot2 ,pH] = limb_position(q, offset);
cla % Clear current axis.




% Use actual relations between masses in animation
[r,m,L,g] = model_params_two_link;
scl = 0.04; % factor to scale masses
mr_legs = m^(1/3)*scl; % radius of mass for legs
ground_color = ’k’; % a.k.a. black
% Approximate circular shape of mass
param = linspace (0,2*pi+2*pi/50 ,50);
xmass_legs = mr_legs*cos(param); % Definition of the circle
ymass_legs = mr_legs*sin(param); % representing legs COM




leg1_color = [0.5 ,0.5 ,0.5];







ground = line([-buffer pH_horiz(n)+buffer ],[0 0]);
set(ground ,’Color’,ground_color ,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
% Draw leg one
leg1 = line([ pFoot1 (1) pH(1)],[pFoot1 (2) pH(2)]);
mass1 = patch(xmass_legs +(pH(1)-pFoot1 (1))/2 ,...
ymass_legs +(pH(2)-pFoot1 (2))/2, leg1_color);
set(mass1 ,’EdgeColor ’,leg1_color)
set(leg1 ,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,leg1_color);
% Draw leg two
leg2 = line([ pFoot2 (1) pH(1)],[pFoot2 (2) pH(2)]);
mass2 = patch(xmass_legs+pH(1) -(pH(1)-pFoot2 (1))/2 ,...




for kstep = 1: nstep
for k=2:n
offset = nex_step;
q = xe(k ,1:2);
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[pFoot1 ,pFoot2 ,pH] = limb_position(q, offset);
set(leg1 ,’XData’,[pFoot1 (1) pH(1)],’YData’,[pFoot1 (2) pH(2)]);
set(mass1 ,’XData’,xmass_legs + (pH(1)-pFoot1 (1))/2 + offset (1) ,...
’YData’,ymass_legs +(pH(2)-pFoot1 (2))/2)+offset (2);
set(leg2 ,’XData’,[pFoot2 (1) pH(1)],’YData’,[pFoot2 (2) pH(2)]);










%%% a function to calculate hip velocity
function [vV,vH] = hip_vel(x)
[r,m,L,g]= model_params_two_link;
vV = zeros(length(x) ,1);
vH = r* cos(x(:,1)).*x(:,3); % estimate of horizontal velocity of
hips
vV = -r* sin(x(:,1)).*x(:,3);
%%% -------------------------------------------------
%%% a function to calculate the limb position
function [pFoot1 ,pFoot2 ,pH] = limb_position(q, offset)
% Use position of hips as location of stance leg foot.
[r,m,L,g]= model_params_two_link;
pFoot1 =[0; 0] + offset;








%%% written by Haldun Komsuoglu , 7/23/1999
function [Et, Ex] = even_sample(t, x, Fs)
% Obtain the process related parameters
N = size(x, 2); % number of signals to be interpolated
M = size(t, 1); % Number of samples provided
t0 = t(1,1); % Initial time
tf = t(M,1); % Final time
EM = (tf -t0)*Fs; % Number of samples in the evenly sampled case
with
% the specified sampling frequency
Et = linspace(t0 , tf , EM)’;
% Using linear interpolation (used to be cubic spline
interpolation)
% and re -sample each signal to obtain the evenly sampled forms
for s = 1:N,
Ex(:,s) = interp1(t(:,1), x(:,s), Et(:,1));
end
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MATLAB Code for Finding Feasible Gaits in Three Link On-a-wire Model:
% optim_dcol_GUI.m











knobs.sT = 2; knobs.PS = ’ID’;
knobs.Fstep = 20; knobs.nstep = 5;
knobs.fps_mag = 0.0; knobs.gait_name = ’Stagger ’;
knobs.cost = ’const ’;
otherwise
end

















param.mu = .6; % Friction Co-efficient
curv_type = knobs.PS;
param.curv = curv_type;
% Set up function handles
%
problem.func.dynamics = @(t, x, u)( dynamics(t,x,u) );
problem.func.pathObj = @(t, x, u)( costFun_GUI(t,x,u, param) );
problem.func.bndCst = @(t0 , x0 , tF , xF)( periodicGait_GUI(x0 ,xF ,param) );
% We dont need the complete z vector here I believe
problem.func.pathCst = @(t, x, u)( pathConstraint_GUI(t, x, u, param ,
curv_type) );







qLow = [ (-pi/2)*ones (2,1); -2 ];
qUpp = -qLow;
dqLow = -5 * ones (3,1);
dqUpp = -dqLow;
problem.bounds.state.low = [qLow; dqLow];
problem.bounds.state.upp = [qUpp; dqUpp];
problem.bounds.initialstate.low = [qLow; dqLow];
problem.bounds.initialstate.upp = [qUpp; dqUpp];
problem.bounds.finalstate.low = [qLow; dqLow];
problem.bounds.finalstate.upp = [qUpp; dqUpp];
uMax = 100; %Nm
problem.bounds.control.low = -uMax*ones (2,1);
problem.bounds.control.upp = uMax*ones (2,1);
% Problem Setup %
% For now , just assume a linear trajectory between boundary values
problem.guess.time = [0, param.stepTime ];
% Guess after one simulation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
q0 = [ -0.16721 0.34482 -0.053702] ’;
qF = [0.34482 -0.16721 -0.053702] ’; %Flip stance -swing
dq0 = [ 1.4491 0.5288 -.3891] ’;
dqF = [1.6595 -3.2482 -.4204] ’;
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problem.guess.state = [ q0 , qF; dq0 , dqF ];










q = soln(end).grid.state (1:3 ,:);
dq = soln(end).grid.state (4:6 ,:);
u = soln(end).grid.control;
x = [q;dq];
[Fx_final , Fy_final] = contactForces(t,x,u,param);
F = [Fx_final Fy_final ];
if (soln.info.gpops.result.nlpinfo == 0) & (all(F(:,2) >0))% & soln.info.
gpops.result.maxerror < 1e-3)
% Transcription Grid points:
[ax, ay] = body_accel_moments(t, x, u, param , Fx_final , Fy_final);
disp(’Minimum value of Normal GRF on Swing Foot is: \n’)
min(Fy_final)
mu_trial = Fx_final ./ Fy_final;
disp(’Max. Coefficient of Friction is \n’)
max(mu_trial)
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disp(’Min. Coefficient of Friction is \n’)
min(mu_trial)
% Analyze the Solution
%
xF = [q(:,end); dq(:,end)];
swingFoot_pos(xF(1:3))
x0_model = transition_three_link(xF ’);
disp(’Errors between first initial position and next is: \n’)
% periodicity constraint
ceqPos = x0_model (1:3) - q(:,1)’
ceqVel = x0_model (4:6) - dq(:,1)’
save(’data.mat’ ,...
’x’,’t’,’u’,’F’,’param’,’’);




title(’Sparsity pattern in equality constraints ’)
end
if nargin ==2
plot_data(t, q, dq , u, F,param , handles);
elseif nargin ==1
plot_data(t, q, dq , u, F,param);
else









motion_shots_3link_stand ({’ColorScheme ’ ,2},10)
subplot (212)
anim_3link ({’ColorScheme ’ ,1},20)





motion_shots_3link_stand ({’ColorScheme ’ ,2},10)
axes(handles.axes21)
anim_3link ({’ColorScheme ’ ,1},20)
motion_shots_3link ({’ColorScheme ’ ,2},10)
end
else
disp (’No Solution found for the given gait parameters ..!!’)
end
Simulation Code for Running the Obtained Gait in Three Link
On-a-wire Model:





tx_state = transition_three_link(x_final(:,end) ’) ’; % State right after
transition
nx_step = x_final (:,2:( nTime)); % States for cycle after transition state
switch nargin
case 0
options ={’ColorScheme ’,1,’Disp’ ,2}; % Both legs in grey color ,







[vV,vH] = hip_vel(x’); % convert angles to horizontal position of hips
v = [vH vV];
pH_horiz = zeros(n,1);
pH = zeros(n,2);





pH_horiz = pH(:,1); % Take out the horizontal component of the hip
position




% Deciding the starting position for the feet and the hip
offset = [0;0];
q = x(1:3 ,1);
[pFoot1 ,pFoot2 ,pH,pT] = limb_position(q, offset);
cla % Clear current axis.
x_range = [-1 4];
y_range = [0 4];




% Use actual relations between masses in animation
[r,m,Mh,Mt,L,g] = model_params_three_link;
scl = 0.04; % factor to scale masses
mr_legs = m^(1/3)*scl; % radius of mass for legs
mr_torso = Mt ^(1/3)*scl; % radius of mass for torso
ground_color = ’k’; % a.k.a. black
% Approximate circular shape of mass
param = linspace (0,2*pi+2*pi/50 ,50);
xmass_legs = mr_legs*cos(param); % Definition of the circle
ymass_legs = mr_legs*sin(param); % representing legs COM
xmass_torso = mr_torso*cos(param); % Definition of the circle
ymass_torso = mr_torso*sin(param); % representing torso COM
if Mh ~=0
xmass_hip = mr_hip * cos(param); % Definition of the circle
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ymass_hip = mr_hip * sin(param); % representing torso COM
end
% Color Choices for Legs
switch options {2}
case 1
leg1_color = [0.5 ,0.5 ,0.5];
leg2_color = 0.2*[1 ,1 ,1];
torso_color = 0.2*[1 ,1 ,1];









ground = line([-buffer pH_horiz(n)+buffer ],[0 0]);
set(ground ,’Color’,ground_color ,’LineWidth ’ ,2);
% Draw leg one
leg1 = line([ pFoot1 (1) pH(1)],[pFoot1 (2) pH(2)]);
mass1 = patch(xmass_legs +(pH(1)-pFoot1 (1))/2 ,...
ymass_legs +(pH(2)-pFoot1 (2))/2, leg1_color);
set(mass1 ,’EdgeColor ’,leg1_color)
set(leg1 ,’LineWidth ’,2,’Color’,leg1_color);
% Draw leg two
leg2 = line([ pFoot2 (1) pH(1)],[pFoot2 (2) pH(2)]);
mass2 = patch(xmass_legs+pH(1) -(pH(1)-pFoot2 (1))/2 ,...
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tot_step = 5; % total number of steps
% Draw hip
if Mh ~=0








[pFoot1 ,pFoot2 ,pH,pT] = limb_position(q, offset);
set(leg1 ,’XData’,[pFoot1 (1) pH(1)],’YData’,[pFoot1 (2) pH(2)]);
set(mass1 ,’XData’,xmass_legs + (pH(1)-pFoot1 (1))/2 + offset (1) ,...
’YData’,ymass_legs +(pH(2)-pFoot1 (2))/2)+offset (2);
set(leg2 ,’XData’,[pFoot2 (1) pH(1)],’YData’,[pFoot2 (2) pH(2)]);


















%%% a function to calculate hip velocity
function [vV,vH] = hip_vel(x)
[r,m,Mh,Mt,L,g]= model_params_three_link;
vV = zeros(length(x) ,1);
vH = r* cos(x(:,1)).*x(:,4); % estimate of horizontal velocity of hips
vV = -r* sin(x(:,1)).*x(:,4);
%%% -----------------------------------------------------
%%% a function to calculate the limb position
function [pFoot1 ,pFoot2 ,pH,pT] = limb_position(q, offset)
% Use position of hips as location of stance leg foot.
[r,m,Mh,Mt,L,g]= model_params_three_link;
pFoot1 =[0; 0] + offset;









%%% written by Haldun Komsuoglu , 7/23/1999
function [Et, Ex] = even_sample(t, x, Fs)
% Obtain the process related parameters
N = size(x, 2); % number of signals to be interpolated
M = size(t, 1); % Number of samples provided
t0 = t(1,1); % Initial time
tf = t(M,1); % Final time
EM = (tf -t0)*Fs; % Number of samples in the evenly sampled case with
% the specified sampling frequency
Et = linspace(t0 , tf , EM)’;
% Using linear interpolation (used to be cubic spline interpolation)
% and re-sample each signal to obtain the evenly sampled forms
for s = 1:N,
Ex(:,s) = interp1(t(:,1), x(:,s), Et(:,1));
end
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import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import imutils
import numpy as np
import pandas as dp
import pygame , sys
from scipy.io import loadmat
from pygame.locals import *
from pygame_functions import *
# The function used for rotating the images without dealing with Sprites
and only relying on pygame functions
### Read the data generated from MATLAB optimization








param = anim_data[’param ’]




return q, dq , t, sL
### Given the value of stance angle (or a vector), qst ,
### return the value(s) of the hip position.
######################################################
def hip_vel(qst , dqst):
r = 1 # leg -length of the walker
vH_x = r * np.sin(qst) * dqst
vH_y = r * np.cos(qst) * dqst
vH = np.array([vH_x , vH_y])
vH = np.reshape(vH , (2, np.size(qst)))
return vH
### A function taken from https :// stackoverflow.com/questions /4183208/ how -
do-i-rotate -an-image -around -its -center -using -pygame?rq=1
### that allows rotation of a sprite about a pivot point on itself
def blitRotate(ds , image , pos , originPos , angle):
# calcaulate the axis aligned bounding box of the rotated image
w, h = image.get_size ()
box = [pygame.math.Vector2(p) for p in [(0, 0), (w, 0), (w, -h)
, (0, -h)]]
box_rotate = [p.rotate(angle) for p in box]
min_box = (min(box_rotate , key=lambda p: p[0])[0], min(box_rotate ,
key=lambda p: p[1]) [1])
max_box = (max(box_rotate , key=lambda p: p[0])[0], max(box_rotate ,
key=lambda p: p[1]) [1])
# calculate the translation of the pivot
pivot = pygame.math.Vector2(originPos [0], -originPos [1])
pivot_rotate = pivot.rotate(angle)
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pivot_move = pivot_rotate - pivot
# calculate the upper left origin of the rotated image
origin = (pos [0] - originPos [0] + min_box [0] - pivot_move [0], pos [1] -
originPos [1] - max_box [1] + pivot_move [1])
# get a rotated image
rotated_image = pygame.transform.rotate(image , angle)
# rotate and blit the image
ds.blit(rotated_image , origin)
####### Main Code goes here ##############
screen_w = 1000
screen_h = 1000
screen = screenSize(screen_w ,screen_h)
cent_x , cent_y = (50, screen_h /2)
leg1 = makeSprite("leg1 -resize -v2.png") # create the sprite object
for the front leg
moveSprite(leg1 , cent_x , cent_y)
leg1_img = leg1.image
leg2 = makeSprite("leg2 -resize -v2.png") # create the sprite object
for the rear leg
moveSprite(leg2 , cent_x , cent_y)
leg2_img = leg2.image
setBackgroundColour ([0 ,255 ,0]) # Assigning green color to the background
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## Loading the data from ’data.mat’
## generated by MATLAB optimization code
#####################################





t = np.reshape(t, (1, np.size(t)))
q_st = np.reshape(q_st , (1, np.size(q_st)))
q_sw = np.reshape(q_sw , (1, np.size(q_sw)))
dq_st = np.reshape(dq_st , (1, np.size(dq_st)))
vhip = hip_vel(q_st , dq_st) # Computing the hip position using joint
angles and leg lengths
phip_x = np.zeros([1, np.size(q_st)])
phip_y = np.zeros([1, np.size(q_st)])
for i in range(1, np.size(t)):
phip_x[0,i] = phip_x[0,i-1] + (t[0, i]- t[0,i-1]) * vhip[1,i-1]
phip_y[0,i] = phip_y[0,i-1] + (t[0, i]- t[0,i-1]) * vhip[0,i-1]
# Hip position in x and y for one walking step
phip_x = np.reshape(phip_x , (1, np.size(q_st)))
phip_y = np.reshape(phip_y , (1, np.size(q_st)))
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######################################################################
offset = [[0] ,[0]] # A vector we will need to add to the
stance foot after each step to show progression
## Joint angles for the swing and stance legs , and the pevlis
######################################################################




ind_max = nsamples - nsamples%ind_step # Keeping track of the last index
for the chosen ind_step
angle_sw = q_sw[0, ind]
angle_st = q_st[0, ind]
## Coordinates of the pivot point on the legs (coordinates on the
respective leg sprites)
#########################################################
# Offset indicating the number of steps
offset_x = 0
# Debugging for the angles
###########################





angle_sw = q_sw[0, ind]
angle_st = q_st[0, ind]
run = True
start_time = pygame.time.get_ticks ()
while run: # For running indefinitely
ind+= ind_step
ind = (ind)%nsamples
angle_sw = q_sw[0, ind]
angle_st = q_st[0, ind]
if nstep%2 == 0: # front leg swinging and rear leg as support
# For every alternating step , exchange the pivots of the legs
# Stance leg pivot -- the lower corner of stance leg
piv_st_x = 10
piv_st_y = 220
# Swing leg pivot
piv_sw_x = 10
piv_sw_y = 10
# Center for the swing leg image
cent_sw_x = 80 + offset_x
cent_sw_y = 800
# Center for the stance leg image
cent_st_x = cent_sw_x + 175 * np.sin(angle_sw) # + offset_x #
+ 220 * phip_x[0, ind]
cent_st_y = cent_sw_y - 210 * np.cos(angle_sw) #+ 5 + 220 *
phip_y[0, ind]
else: # rear leg swinging and front leg as support




# Stance leg pivot
piv_st_x = 10
piv_st_y = 10
# Center for the stance leg image
cent_st_x = 80 + offset_x
cent_st_y = 800
cent_sw_x = cent_st_x + 175 * np.sin(angle_st) # + offset_x #
+ 220 * phip_x[0, ind]
cent_sw_y = cent_st_y - 210 * np.cos(angle_st) #+ 5 + 220 *
phip_y[0, ind]
screen.fill ([0 ,255 ,0])
## By default the angles in bliRotate are measured from the
vertical axis so adding
## an offset of 180 degrees to it and subtracting 2 times angle of
the leg
blitRotate(screen , leg2_img , (cent_sw_x ,cent_sw_y), (piv_sw_x ,
piv_sw_y), 180 - 57.3 * angle_sw)
## By default the angles in bliRotate are measured from the
vertical axis so adding
## an offset of 180 degrees to it and subtracting 2 times angle of
the leg
blitRotate(screen , leg1_img , (cent_st_x , cent_st_y), (piv_st_x ,
piv_st_y), 180 - 57.3 * angle_st)
# If you are interested in drawing the ground
updateDisplay ()
# Update the animation with a framerate equal to the number of
samples I need in a second
tick(ind_max/ind_step)
if ind == ind_max: # As one step of walking finishes , move
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forward
end_time = pygame.time.get_ticks ()
time_taken = end_time -start_time
print ("time taken:",time_taken)
# Swap the angle values for each leg
q_sw , q_st = q_st , q_sw
nstep += 1
print(’The number of step is ’, nstep)
# forward move must be equal to the step length (times its
scaling factor)
offset_x += 185 * sL
ind = 0 # Update the index counter
start_time = pygame.time.get_ticks () # Update the
start_time counter
endWait ()
# Important for letting a user quit the simulation. Press ESC to quit the
simulation
Python Code for Generating Animated Gaits in Three Link On-a-wire Model:
# Still need to fix the update image bringing in green color !!!
import time
import cv2
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import imutils
import numpy as np
import pandas as dp
from scipy.io import loadmat
import pygame , sys
from pygame.locals import *
from pygame_functions import *
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import numpy as np
import time
# The function used for rotating the images without dealing with Sprites
and only relying on pygame functions
### Read the data generated from MATLAB optimization








param = anim_data[’param ’]
sL = param[’stepLength ’]
q = x[:][0:3]
dq = x[:][3:7]
return q, dq, t, sL
### Given the value of stance angle (or a vector), qst ,
### return the value(s) of the hip position.
######################################################
def hip_vel(qst , dqst):
r = 1 # leg -length of the walker
vH_x = r * np.sin(qst) * dqst
vH_y = r * np.cos(qst) * dqst
vH = np.array([vH_x , vH_y])
vH = np.reshape(vH , (2, np.size(qst)))
return vH
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### Given the value of joint positions at time ’t’,
### return the position of feet and the pelvis mass
###################################################
def feet_position(q_t , offset):
r = 1 # leg -length of the walker
pF1 = np.zeros ((2 ,1)) + offset
# ph_x , ph_y = hip_position(q_t [0])
ph_x = pF1[0,0] + r * np.sin(q_t [0])




pF2 = [[ph_x - r * np.sin(q_t [1])], [ph_y - r * np.cos(q_t [1])]]
# print(pF2)
pF2 = np.reshape(pF2 , (2, 1))
# print(pF2)
pT = [[ph_x + q_t [2]] ,[ ph_y]]
pT = np.reshape(pT , (2, 1))
# print(ph_x)
# print(pT)
return pF1 , pF2 , pT
### A function taken from https :// stackoverflow.com/questions /4183208/ how -
do-i-rotate -an-image -around -its -center -using -pygame?rq=1
### that allows rotation of a sprite about a pivot point on itself
###################################################
def blitRotate(ds , image , pos , originPos , angle):
# calcaulate the axis aligned bounding box of the rotated image
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w, h = image.get_size ()
box = [pygame.math.Vector2(p) for p in [(0, 0), (w, 0), (w, -h),
(0, -h)]]
box_rotate = [p.rotate(angle) for p in box]
min_box = (min(box_rotate , key=lambda p: p[0])[0], min(box_rotate , key=
lambda p: p[1]) [1])
max_box = (max(box_rotate , key=lambda p: p[0])[0], max(box_rotate , key=
lambda p: p[1]) [1])
# calculate the translation of the pivot
pivot = pygame.math.Vector2(originPos [0], -originPos [1])
pivot_rotate = pivot.rotate(angle)
pivot_move = pivot_rotate - pivot
# calculate the upper left origin of the rotated image
origin = (pos [0] - originPos [0] + min_box [0] - pivot_move [0], pos [1] -
originPos [1] - max_box [1] + pivot_move [1])
# get a rotated image
rotated_image = pygame.transform.rotate(image , angle)
# rotate and blit the image
ds.blit(rotated_image , origin)
# updatedRect = pygame.draw.rect(ds, (0, 0, 255), (*origin , *rotated_image
.get_size ()) ,2)
# print(updatedRect)
####### Main Code goes here ##############
screen_w = 1000
screen_h = 1000
screen = screenSize(screen_w ,screen_h)
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# cent_x , cent_y = (screen_w/2, screen_h /2) # finding the center of the
screen (500, 500)
cent_x , cent_y = (50, screen_h /2)
leg1 = makeSprite("leg1 -resize.png") # create the sprite object
moveSprite(leg1 , cent_x , cent_y)
leg1_img = leg1.image
leg2 = makeSprite("leg2 -resize.png") # create the sprite object
moveSprite(leg2 , cent_x , cent_y)
leg2_img = leg2.image
ball = makeSprite(’ball -resize.png’)
moveSprite(ball , cent_x - ball.rect.width /2 , cent_y - ball.rect.height
/2 ) # move it into position. It is not visible yet
showSprite(ball) # display it
setBackgroundColour ([0 ,255 ,0]) # Assigning green color to the background
## Loading the data from ’data.mat’
## generated by MATLAB optimization code
#####################################





q_st = np.reshape(q_st , (1, np.size(q_st)))
q_sw = np.reshape(q_sw , (1, np.size(q_sw)))
d_t = np.reshape(d_t , (1, np.size(d_t)))
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dq_st = np.reshape(dq_st , (1, np.size(dq_st)))
vhip = hip_vel(q_st , dq_st) # Computing the hip position using joint
angles and leg lengths
phip_x = np.zeros ([1, np.size(q_st)])
phip_y = np.zeros ([1, np.size(q_st)])
for i in range(1, np.size(t)):
phip_x[0,i] = phip_x[0,i-1] + (t[0, i]- t[0,i-1]) * vhip[1,i-1]
phip_y[0,i] = phip_y[0,i-1] + (t[0, i]- t[0,i-1]) * vhip[0,i-1]
phip_x = np.reshape(phip_x , (1, np.size(q_st)))
phip_y = np.reshape(phip_y , (1, np.size(q_st)))
######################################################################
ind = 1
offset = [[0] ,[0]] # A vector we will need to add to the
stance foot after each step to show progression







## Joint angles for the swing and stance legs , and the pevlis
######################################################################
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# Index for the joint angle and position variables
ind = 0
angle_sw = q_sw[0, ind]
angle_st = q_st[0, ind]
length_dt = d_t[0, ind]
## Coordinates of the pivot point on the legs (coordinates on the
respective leg sprites)
#########################################################
# Swing leg pivot -- the upper corner of swing leg
piv_sw_x = 17
piv_sw_y = 216
# Stance leg pivot -- stance foot
piv_st_x = 17
piv_st_y = 17
## Offset indicating the number of step
offset_x = 0
## Debugging for the angles
###########################
angle_sw = q_sw[0, ind]
angle_st = q_st[0, ind]
length_dt = 220 * d_t[0, ind]
ball_origin = (cent_x - ball.rect.width /2 , cent_y - ball.rect.height /2)
while True:
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if ind %101 == 0: # As one step of walking finishes , move forward
offset_x += 220 * sL # forward move must be equal to the step length (
times its scaling factor)
angle_sw = q_sw[0, ind]
angle_st = q_st[0, ind]
length_dt = 220 * d_t[0, ind] # scaling the displacements by 220 to
match with the pixelated environment dimensions
ind = (ind +4) %101
# Defining the rectangle pivot for the stance leg (leg1) --- Stance foot
cent_st_x = 40 + offset_x
cent_st_y = 700
# Defining the rectangle pivot for the swing leg (leg2) --- hip position
# scaling the displacements by 220 to match with the pixelated environment
dimensions
## The pivot center for the swing leg -- the hip position should be the
other end of the
## stance leg (220 pixels away in the vertical direction)
cent_sw_x = cent_st_x + 425 * np.sin(angle_st) # + 220 * phip_x[0, ind]
cent_sw_y = cent_st_y - 200 * np.cos(angle_st) #+ 5 + 220 * phip_y[0, ind
]
screen.fill ([0 ,255 ,0])
## By default the angles in bliRotate are measured from the vertical axis
so adding
## an offset of 180 degrees to it
blitRotate(screen , leg2_img , (cent_sw_x ,cent_sw_y), (piv_sw_x , piv_sw_y),
180 - 2 * 57.3 * angle_sw)
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## The Shaft ########
## Drawing the shaft from the hip position to the pelvis mass
drawLine(cent_sw_x , cent_sw_y , cent_sw_x + length_dt , cent_sw_y ,
[75,75,75], linewidth =4)
## By default the angles in bliRotate are measured from the vertical axis
so adding
## an offset of 180 degrees to it
blitRotate(screen , leg1_img , (cent_st_x , cent_st_y), (piv_st_x , piv_st_y),
180 - 2* 57.3 * angle_st)
# Defining the ground -- will be removed when adding backgrounds but
adding for reference and understanding
# drawLine(0, 710, screen_w , 710, [0,0,0], linewidth =4)
ball.rect.center = [cent_sw_x + length_dt , cent_sw_y] # ball.rect
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